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ABSTRACTS 
The Olson Report and the Campaign of the British Columbia 
Teachers' Federation for Reduction in Class Size  
 
The purpose of this paper was to evaluate the Olson Report which dealt 
with the problem of class size and to determine its relationship to the 
B.C.T.F. campaign for reducation of class size in the Province of 
British Columbia. The Olson Report used a measuring device "Indicators 
of Quality" which was developed by researchers associated with the 
Institute of Administrative Research, Teachers College, Columbia 
University. While the work was conducted under the directorship of W.S. 
Vincent, much of the research, connected with the measuring device, was 
conducted by students as projects for their Doctorate in Education. The 
Olson Report was examined in terms of its instrumentation, its 
methodology, and its conclusions, particularly as they were applied to 
both elementary and secondary schools. In the judgement of the author 
the report presented inconclusive evidence linking class size to 
"quality education". What was more noticeable was the apparent 
relationship between class size and style of learning activity. The 
B.C.T.F. campaign in the past to reduce class size was briefly 
outlined, following which mention was made of the conduct of the 
present campaign. It was obvious that following Dr. M.N. Olson's 
appearance at the B.C.T.F. Naramata Summer Conference the campaign to 
reduce class size increased in both effort and tempo. The use of the 
Olson Report in the B.C.T.F. campaign was obvious through releases to 
media such as newspapers, radio and television stations. It was quoted 
many times in the brief that the B.C.T.F. presented to the Minister of 
Education. The nature and impact of the campaign by the B.C.T.F. was 
judged by the writer, to be extremely successful. The interest of 
members of the general public appears to have been due mainly to the 
teachers having answers to some basic questions based on research 
evidence rather than opinion. It was noted that the complete Olson 
Report does not appear to be available from any source in ,British 
Columbia, nor from the logical sources in the United States. As a 
result the research which has neither been seen nor evaluated in its 
entirety should be seriously questioned. In conclusion, it was noted 
that the success of the campaign for class size reduction was enhanced 
by incorporating within it numerous references to research evidence. 
However, it was considered unfortunate that the teachers' organization 
chose to ignore contrary evidence from other sources, used Olson's 
evidence selectively and chose to base their case, in large measure, 
upon a research study which they had not examined in its entirety. 
 
 
Class Size And Achievement - An Annotated and Interpretive 
Bibliography 
 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the available. research 
literature as it pertained to the relationship between class .size and 
pupil achievement. A working definition of class size and achievement 
was  given in order to provide more specific direction to the study. 
The research studied fell into five categories, ranging from opinion 
through to controlled scientific experimentation. As the purpose of the 
study concerned class size and achievement, a great deal of literature 
  ___ 
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was inappropriate because it related class size to such matters as  
pupil attitude, teacher load, and course content. In general, 
elementary classes appear to have been larger than secondary classes, 
due to the influence of time-tabling and the segregation of boys and 
girls for such subjects as Industrial Arts and Home Economics. On the 
other hand, some classes in the secondary schools were found to be 
large on the basis of course requirements. These included Band, Choir, 
and Physical Education. Research appears to favour the need for small 
classes in Pre-school, Kindergarten, Grade One, Special Classes and 
Head Start Programmes. Researchers have found significant relationships 
between class size and achievement when students, as mentioned above, 
are being taught. However, in the relevant literature there was no 
consistent pattern to the evidence. Some was equivocal, some favoured 
small classes and a similar number of studies favoured larger classes. 
Much of the experimentation was poorly designed and controls were 
frequently lacking. The lack of consistent definition of terms such as 
“large” or “small” was a serious deficiency. The writer suggests that 
in the future, classes will probably vary in size depending on teaching 
techniques, the individual needs of the students involved, and the 
course content. In other words, it is unlikely that a size of class, 
ideal for all teaching purposes, will ever be discovered. The study 
finally outlines some suggestions and criteria for further research in 
the relationship between class size and achievement. 
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ABSTRACT
'rIlE OLSON REPORT AND THE CAMPAIGN OF THE
BRITISH COLUMBIA TEACHERS' FEDERATION
FOR REDUCATIONS IN CLASS SIZE
The purpose of this paper was to evaluate the Olson Report
which dealt with the problem of class size and to determine its
relationship to the B.C.T.F. campaign for reducation of class size
in the Province of British Columbia.
The Olson Report used a measuring device "Indicators of
Quality" \>lhich was developed by researchers associated with the
Institute of Administrative Research, Teachers College, Columbia
University. While the work was conducted under the directorship of
w.s. Vincent, much of the research, connected with the measuring
device, was conducted by students as projects for their Doctorate
in Education.
The Olson Report was examined in terms of its instrumentation,
its methodology, and its conclusions, particularly as they were
applied to both elementary and secondary schools.
In the judgement of the author the report presented
inconclusive evidence linking class size to "quality education". vlhat
was more noticeable was the apparent relationship between class size
and style of learning activity.
The B.C.T.F. campaign in the past to reduce class size was
•
briefly outlined, following which mention was made of the conduct of
i
i !I'!:, :: Ii: )11::1 : 'I
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the present campaign. It was obvious that following Dr. M.N. Olson's
\
appear~ce at the B.C.T~F. Naramata Summer Conference the campaign
\,
to reduce class size increased in both effort and tempo.
The use of the Olson Report in the B.C.T.F. campaign was
obvious through releases to media such as newspapers, radio and
television stations. It was quoted many times in the brief that
the B.C.T.F. presented to the Minister of Education.
The nature and impact of the campaign by the B.C.T.F. was
judged by the writer, to be extremely successful. The interest of
members of the general public appears to have been due mainly to the
teachers having answers to some basic questions baged on research
evidence rather than opinion.
It was noted that the complete Olson Report does not appear
to be available from any source in ,British Columbia, nor from the
logical sources in the United States. As a result the research
which has neither been seen nor evaluated in its entirety should be
seriously questioned.
In conclusion, it was noted that the success of the ca~paign
for class size reduction was enhanced by incorporating within it
numerous references to research evidence. However, it was considered
unfortunate that the teachers' organization chose to ignore contrary
evidence from other sources, used Olson's evidence selectively and
chose to base their case, in large measure, upon a research study
which they had not examined in its entirety.
•
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM, BACKGROmm AND PROCEDURE
Problem
The British Columbia Teachers' Federation has mounted a
vif'orous campaign to reduce class sizes and public utterances of this
body have made frequent reference to a research study which has
corne to be known as the Olson Report. The matter of class size and
it::; relation to "quality education" has become a major educational
and political issue in the Province of British Collimbia.
Background
Many School Boards, teachers' associations, and members 9f
the general public of British Columbia have expressed concern over
matters dealing directly with class size. At the present time there
is a concerted effort to press for a substantial reduction in class
size.
When the New Democratic Party came to power in the Province
of British Columbia in 1972, they sought to involve members of the
general public in decision-making within the local school districts.
The hiring of John Bremer to spearhead changes in education through
the use of public meetings and delegations had' the effect of increasing
public interest in the schools of the province. Much of the interest
centred on the question of class size. In fact, School Boards have
•
been told by members of local teachers' associations, the British
1
<,.:,
;',i,.,
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2Columbia Teachers' Federation, and members of the general public,
\
that in order to have an educational system giving "quality education"
,
it is imperative that class sizes be decreased.
The Olson research dealing with "Indicators of Quality"
involved three groups associated with the Institute of Administrative
Research, Teachers College, Columbia University. The three groups
taking part in the stUdy were the Associated Public School Systems
(APSS) , a national group of public school systems; the Central
School Study (CSS), consisting of greater New York State semi-rurall
suburban systems; and the Metropolitan School Study Council (MSSC)
consisting of suburban New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. (21:65)
,
The research was designed specifically to assess classroom
processes in four criteria as follows:
a. individualization
b. interpersonal regard
c. group activity
d. creativity
Trained observers were used to put into operation a
structured observation guide in order to obtain data which could be
converted to a quantitative score for each of the situations observed.
The instrument contained fifty-one items which, due to being
polarized both negatively and positively, was said to create one
hundred three numerical scales ranging from negative fifty-one
through and including zero to positive fifty-one.
It was determined that the mean difference score was flest
suited to the study as it would take into account both the most and
____ 
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3least desirable classroom behaviour. This, of course, is the
arithme~ic average of the differences between positive and negative
scores.
Some experts feel that the research would appear, in some
aspects, to be either wanting or questionable. As a result a thorough
study is required of both the statistical data and findings in order
to ascertain the true worth of the research paper.
Procedure
The writer examined the Olson Report mainly in its reference
to class size. Little effort was made to deal with the other ten
variables with which it was involved.
In order to do any proper evaluation of the Olson study it
was important to look very closely at the measurement device, "Indicators
of Quality". Follm"ring this the \1ri ter attempted to describe. the
Olson Report, and then relate it to the B.C.T.F.'s campaign for
reduction in class size.
However, it should be mentioned at this time, that the original
Olson research could not be obtained. 'The vlriter wrote a great many
let7.ers in the hopes of locating it, but has been forced to settle for
the MSSC Exchange, Volume XXIX, No.5, which the B.C.T.F. says "is
normally called the Olson Report".
Chapter 11 deals with the "Indicators of Quality", the scale
utilized by Olson in the conduct of his investigation. Chapter III
.
examines the Olson Report particularly as it relates to class size.
Chapter IV describes the campaign of the B.C.T.F. for class size
____ 
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reduction and relates the use of Olson's data to the campaign.
\
Chapter\V analyses the nature and impact of the campaign. Chapter VI
\
\
\
offers conclusions based upon the evidence presented.
•
4
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CHAPTER II
INDICATORS OF QUALITY
The instrument used in the Olson report was called
ltlndicators of Qualityll and was developed under the directorship
of William S. Vincent, who served as Director of the Institute of
Administrative Research, Teachers College, Columbia Univ~rsity from
1959 through to January of 1973. (27:1)
Three years of work went into identification of components of
quality education. As a starting point, 40,000 open-ended responses
were requested to the question:
"If you observed a school and came away with the
judgement that it was a good school, what would you
have seen there that made you consider it good?" (27:1)
Returns were obtained from members of the lay public in 120 school
districts in 35 states. (27:1) The results which were received
were then subjected to content analysis and categories of response,
which the formulators felt were an important source of public concepts
of excellence.
At the same time, educators were involved in discussion
sessions dealing with concepts. The large number of concepts gained
from both the returns of the lay public's open-ended responses and
the educators' sessions were reduced to four main categories. Most of
this work was done by J.A. Nicoll and R. Chisholm as a Doctor of
Education project at Teachers College, Columbia University in 1966•
•
5
! T" I ,··,-t .: "1 1--;' ,,;, .
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6They obtained, through consensus, the following four categories of
\
educatiQna1 procedure exemplifying school quality.
\
1.', Individualization: procedures that reflect an
attempt to deal with individual differences among pupils
according to rate of growth, capacities, background, goals,
requirements, and the like.
2. Interpersonal regard: behaviour that reflects
warmth and respect among pupils and between pupils and
teachers.
3. Creative expression and divergency of thinking:
opportunity for the expression of intelligence in many
different ways, for the realization of varieties of
talent, and the encouragement of intellectual pioneering.
4. Group activity: group interaction and
interpersonal facilitation as instruments to aid learning
and the accomplishment of social goals.
The above four categories of classroom behaviour were accepted
as the "indicators of quality". The term "indicators" was selected
in order to acknowledge the fact that there may very well-be other
criteria. The four categories chosen were substantiated by stating
II _ _ _ virtually all research on learning is related to one or
another of these four categories of teaching-learning procedure." (27:2)
The instrument construction employed the four quality-related
categories as areas within which to search for items, rather than
as a discrete dimension of quality. The development items were the
result of work done by Chisholm, Donowski, and ,particularly Doremus.
These three were connected with Teachers College, Columbia University,
the latter doing work on a Doctor of Education project. (27:3)
Doremus searched the literature in the'fields of specific
aspects of behaviour which he felt were critical to the four criteria
as defined and discerned what he termed the elements of each. The
.
authorities consulted were those who had written extensively in one
or another of these fields within the past decade.
____ 
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7The observable signs of each of the elements were then
\
prepar~d by means of a polarization method that had been tried out
\.
by Danowsk\. Each item was polarized by positive or a negative sign.
In this manner he felt the observer should be able to discriminate
between extremes and thus avoid middle ambiguities.
In using this form of positive and negative polarization it
was felt that a total score could be arrived at by means of anyone
of the following four ways:
1. Number of positively scored items minus the
number of negatively scored items.
2. The sum of the positive scores.
3. The sum of negative scores.
4. Percentage of sample of observations
scored in the positive range
At the time of formulation it was felt that it would be necessary to
test the scoring procedures, as outlined, against external criteria
after the initial application.
The instrument which was finally developed in an experimental
version contained 51 polarized items with a total capacity of 103,
ranging from +51 to -51, including O. Of these 51 polarized items
Vincent wrote:
II 17 are observable in teacher behaviour, 17 in
the interaction between teacher and pupils; 8 items derive
from individualization, 15 from interpersonal regard, 6
from creativity, 9 from group activity and 13 from two
categories in various combinations." (27:3)
The instrument as applied, was a series of time samples of
•
standard length and structure limited to twenty minutes. Observers
____ 
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wer<: directed to follow precise instructions in timing their
atbnti{)n to teachers, pupils and teacher-pupil interaction. They
\
\felt that it was important to stress that the unit sample was the
time sample not the teacher. (27:3)
The Spearman Brown formula was used as a means to estimate
the reliability of the total instrument. The estimation released a
reliability coefficient of .91. (27:3)
The "Indicators of Quality Scale" itself was not av.ailable
as it was stated:
" - - - the decision has been made not to offer the
materials used in the application of "Indicators of Quality"
for general distribution at all. What is available, then
is not copies of the instrument permitting people to apply
it themselves to their own situation, but rather a scoring
and report service." (29:1)
•
8
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\CHAPTER III
THE OLSON REPORT
Description
The Olson Report is actually based on Olson's doctoral
dissertation at Teachers College, Columbia University entitled,
"Identifying Predictors of Instructional Quality: Examination of
Eleven Internal Variables In Relation to a School System Criterion
Measure". However, as the writer was not able to locate the
original paper, it was necessary to resort to usin~ "Identifying
Quality in School Classrooms: Some Problems and Some Answers",
which is to be found in the Metropolitan School Study Council
Exchange, Volume XX~ No.5, January, 1971.
One of the many questions posed in the Olson study was
" what affects do class size of 5, 15, 25 or 36 have on
classroom performance levels?" (Appendix A :32)
In the late 1950's and 1960's attempts were made to overcome
what Olson felt was restricted research. He felt much of the
'\
research had been purposely limited in scope in order to deal with
specific purposes. As a result he felt that the findings were
generalizable only to a very restricted sample and did not provide an
easy means for cross-analyzing the data in reference to other
variables. (Appendix A:33
9
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In using the "Indicators of Quality" Olson decided that in
scorin~ he would use the mean difference score. This score is the
\
arithmetic,average of the difference between positive and negative
scores.
Observations were made, using the "Indicators of Quality\t. The
"indicators" were a number of dimensions including styles of
educational activity, grade level, and class size just to mention
three of the eleven~riables used in the study. A sample of 9,961
elementary classrooms and 8,567 secondary classrooms were obtained
from 112 large suburban school districts which were located in
eleven metropolitan regions across the United Stat~s. These school
districts were part of the APSS, MSSC or CSS and agreed to take
part in the research.
The results which were obtained from the study were subjected
to two statistical procedures in order to analyze them:
1. "A Crosstabs - 11 multivariate frequency distribution
and Chi-Square analysis which produced a descriptive comparison
of mean scores and standard deviations for single variables
and variables in, combination." (Appendix A: 34)
2. "A modified step-wise regression process called
Automatic Interaction Detection, Version II (Aid-II) which
established superiority and inferiority of certain
variables and their respective categories as significant
"predictors" of either high or low criterion scores. 1t
(Appendix A: 34)
In reference to results of the analysis as done by the
Crosstab Analysis Olson in referring to grade level said:
" - - - elementary classrooms significantly "out
performed" the secondary --- that is, the specific
teaching-learning behaviors, measured by the "Indicators
Instrument", were not as frequent in occurrence in •
the secondary classrooms." (Appendix A:34)
____ 
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Although Olson did make a statement to the effect that the
results gained from his study were only generalizable to the population
\\
studied he-Jelt they might have wide applicability due to:
a. The magnitude of the study - 18,528 public school
classrooms.
b. Coast to coast geographical representation.
c. The use of small suburban to large suburban systems.
Olson then applied what he referred to as "break points"
to the class size tables.
In relation to the elementary tables he wrote:
" - - - Class sizes of twenty-five and fewer - - - all
have higher scores than the mean for the total elementary
classrooms." (Appendix A
In relation to the secondary tables he wrote:
" - - - all class sizes larger than sixteen have lower
scores than the - - ~ overall secondary mean. Said another
way, it took classroom situations with fifteen or fewer
students at the secondary level to equal the performance
scores of elementary classes as large as twenty-five."
(Appendix A
Criticism
In regard to the "Indicators of Quality", the writer would
like to draw attention to the fact that the "indicators" are processes,
not outcomes. Members of the general public although interested in
processes are known to base their opinion of education on outcomes.
This is not to say that process is not important, but surely the
demands of the public have to be met.
The use of 40,000 open-ended responses received from members
of the public appear t:) be in opposition with Vincent's thoughts, as'
____ 
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in Hay, 1964 he wrote:
\
\ II As to prior research in the operation in question,
whiep must precede the selection of critical factors in the
proces~, there may be some difference of opinion as to
interpretation. This is entirely aside from the fact that
many critics are ignorant of the research. The problem of
ignorance becomes more acute the more the operation being
evaluated involves the general public or is required, in
effect to submit its policies to public review or approval."
(28:2)
On the basis of this statement, it is reasonable to question
the extent to which opinions of the public were entered in the
Indicators of Quality Scale if they failed to coincide with the
opinions of experts who, as Vincent implied, were less "ignorant
of research".
In the same vein Doremus' searching of the literature in
fields of behaviour which he felt were essential to the four
criteria is open to criticism in regard to both bias and preference.
The scoring of the "Indicators of Quality" used the
Automatic Interaction Detection, Version II (Aid-II) which in
reality is the arithmetic average of the difference between positive
and negative scores. This means that a regression process was
used in order to indicate the various scores. Hany researchers feel
that regression measures, in many cases, are nqt indicative, and as
such, their use should be extremely limited.
Regarding the use of arithmetical averages the writer would
like to point out that the use of "averages" has been subjected to
much criticism by many researchers because of its insensitivity to the
effect of extremes - either high or low. Averages taken alone merely
exp~ess a central position and give no indication of dispersion or
spread.
____ 
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In Olson's paper entitled "Indentifying Quality in School
Classrdoms: Some Problems and Answers", he made the following
\
\
statement:' .
"School systems which supplied data for this investigation
were not randomly selected. As a member of one of three .
study councils affiliated with the Institute of Administrative
Research, each system elected to participate in the
"Indicators of Quality" study. Therefore, conclusions are
directly generalizable only to this population." (Appendix A:p.33)
Every researcher is aware that in order to do proper
scientific research which is generalizable beyond the groups done
it is imperative that randomization be included. Without randomization
findings cannot be generalized to the wider population of districts in
the United States, let alone the Province of British Columbia, in
Canada.
Olson's application of the "Indicators" to both elementary
and secondary school situations is not only highly questionable, in
the writer's opinion, but it is also in opposition to the findings
of the preliminary analysis of results obtained when the "Indicators"
were applied to 3rd,.4th, 5th and 6th grades in the elementary schools
and lOth, 11th, and 12th grades in the high schools of forty-seven
districts. From this preliminary analysis the "researchers drew the
conclusion that " - - - elementary school SCores are not highly
related to secondary school scores, irrespective of the manner of
scoring." (29:2)
Given the disparity of scores in elementary and secondary
schools noted here and elsewhere it is surprising that the
researchers failed to comment more fully on the reasons for the
observed differences. It is reasonable to question the
- I ,~.~".
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app:'opriateness of a single scale to both types of school. It is not
\
unreasonable to assume that there are fundamental differences between
the elementary schools. The data clearly implies this. If in fact
this is true, the inference that elementary schools out perform
secondary schools is fatuous. Differences in scale scores could
merely mean that the scale was applied in error to the secondary
schools.
With reference to the tables contained in the Olson Report
(Appendix A) the writer would like to draw attention to Elementary
Tables VIII - XIV and Secondary Tables XXIV - XXXIV (Appendix A:37-41)
These tables refer specifically to Style of Activity and Class Size.
In perusing the following citations it is worth noting that
they stand in contrast to claims made by the B.C.T.F. to ~he effect
that the Olson Report provides a clear case for substantial
reductions in class size.
Elementary TaEJes -(Appendix A:37)
Table VIII - Elementary Reading
This table reveals that class size does not have any effect
upon the scores in Reading. It is interesting to note that an
elementary class of 36 - 40 scores 6.13, while~a smaller class of
26 - 30 only scores 5.68.
Table IX - Elementary Language Arts
In the area of language arts the highest score is noted to
be that of a class under five children, 12.17. The second highest
score was that for a class of 50+, 7.79.
____ 
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Table X - 3lementary Mathematics
"\\Olson pointed out in his report in regard to Mathematics
\
" - \oJhEm pupils in a class number 36 - 40 the score for
mat~ematics is less than zero, -0.21 ". (19:7) However, when
obs,~rving the full statistical table, the mean for 50+ students is
6.00, which is much higher than that of a class of 21 - 25, 5.53.
Table XI - Elementary Social Studies
Olson pointed out that the score for a class of 36 - 40 was
only 0.41, but neglected to point out that for a class of 41 - 50
the score was 7.10. The only score which was better was that of a
class size 11 - 15 which was 7.90.
Table XII - Elementary Science
In this particular table it is noted that scores-trail off
markedly in classes that exceed 35., At the same time it is noted
that classes of 31 - 35 score 6.77 while classes of 26 - 30 only
scored 5.46.
Table XIII - Elementary Art
This table indicates fairly clearly that as class size
increases scores decrease rather quickly.
Table XIV - Elementary Music
A class size of 21 - 25 scored 4.29 and classes larger had
scores that fell to a low of 0.09. However, Olson stated:
"- - - the generally scaled down nature of scores for
the remaining -- class sizes, suggests that music, as
it is now taught, is relatively inaccessible to the
measuring instrument. Whether it need be so is clearly
open to question." (19:7)
•
The seven preceding tables referring to elementary school
• "',,,.,,..••,:j "
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class~,s, read in their entirety indicate that very small classes
from orte to ten or fifteen pupils score high on the Indicators of
\\.
Quality Scale. However, the relationship between scale score and
class size is by no means a linear inverse one. That is, scores
do not decrease evenly as class sizes increase. In fact, as the
analysis shows, the exceptions to this relationship are numerous and
frequently spectacular.
There is another point that is perhaps expressed best in
the words of Olson when he commented:
"- - - that the degree of difference for smaller
size classes wherein these three styles (laboratory
work, class discussion, and pupil report) are ~ployed
by teachers, is much less than some of the low scoring
styles, such as lecture, question/answer, or seat work.
In fact, it seems one would be safe in saying that the
quali ty and type of teaching style is more important-'
than class size." (19:8)
Thus it would be fair to emphasize that high scores on
the Indicators of Quality scale are probably dependent on the teacher,
the style of activity and on size of class. It is a serious over
simplification to imply that class size is the variable of over-riding
importance.
Secondary' ~able~ -(Appendix A:40-41)
Table XXIV - Secondary English Literature
In this particular table it is interesting to note that a
class size of 26 - 30 scores 4.87 and that the mean was 4.76.
Table XXV - Secondary English Composition
This table indicates that a class size of 16 - 20 scored
•
3.55 while a class of 21 - 25 scored 3.61.
I !:.. if : i ~: i ;.; J f'
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Table XXVI - Secondary Mathematics
It is noted with some interest that a class of 16 - 20 scored
2.85, a class of 21 - 25 scored 4.17, and a class of 26 - 30 scored
3.38.
Table XXVII - Secondary History
It is interesting to note from this table that a class of
5 - 10 scored 4.70, class of 11 - 15 scored 4.15, and the next
highest score was a class size of 36 - 40 scoring 4.00.
Table XXVIII - Secondary Science
In this table a class of 31 - 35 scores 5.00 which is higher
than that scored by classes of 16 - 20, 21 - 25, and 26 - 30.
>
Table XXIX - Secondary Foreign Language
A class size of 31 - 35 scored 5.50, out-distancing all
other class sizes with the exception of those of 10 students and fewer.
Table XXX - Secondary Home Economics
It would appear from this table that as class size increases
scores decrease.
Table XXXI - Secondary/Industrial Arts
The smaller class has a distinct advantage over the large
class in this area.
Table XXXII - Secondary Art
Worthy of note in this table is that a class of 26 - 30
scored 9.33 compared to a class of 21 - 25 scoring 8.69.
Table XXXIII - Secondary Commerce
Classes of less than 5 scored 2.64, while a class of 5 - 10
•
scored 6.18. However, it is noted that with an overall mean of 2.63,
.' I I,
".',,,,-:-.,-,,.
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a c~a6s of 16 - 20 scored 2.79. The scores in this tabIe are noted to
"be extr~mely small.
Tab~e XXXIV - Secondary Music
Olson stated "- - - class size shows ""ide variations in
scores, but there is no consistent pattern toward high or low scores
for large or small class size intervals." (19:10)
The statistical tables pertaining to the secondary schools
would seem to indicate that in most areas the findings are far from
conclusive in regards to class size. The style of activity having
the highest score for each subject fits the specific aims and
objectives for each specific subject.
As with the comments made concerning the elementary school
tables one cannot state that class size is the variable of over-
riding importance. Another point worth noting is that the secondary
school classes observed seldom were larger than 36 pupils. One can
only speculate on the results that might have been obtained had
classes been larger. It is not unreasonable to suppose that, as with
elementary classes, some very high scale scores would have been found
with very large classes.
Olson's Sug£estion? for Use:
In summarizing this particular paper Dr. Olson wrote:
"At both the elementary and secondary grade levels,
style of educational activity was the single strongest
overall predictor -- '
- - - An analysis of tabled data for 1,103 variable
groups led the investigator to conclude that participant
school system administrators/teachers should place major
emphasis on varying class sizes to fit the unique needs
of particular subjects with a careful view toward
realistic, well-defined purposes for the various styles
of educational activity. - - -
i .,, ; " "
•
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Lastly, having already stated that these findings
ar~ directly generalizable only to the population studied,
the, writer hastens to add that he believes, since no
lik~\or better data exist elsewhere, operational
influences can and should be drawn for the public
school system at large, at least for discussion
purposes and hopefully for action research and
exploratory investigations even if widely-sweeping
changes may not be entirely justified. In addition,
one might hope that schools of education take
reassessment of their approaches to pre-service and
in-service training, especially in their emphasis on
techniques of teaching and the methods by which they
attempt to promulgate those behaviors among teachers." (19:11)
The foregoing statement appears to be eminently fair and
reasonable. However, it is scarcely a bold statement that could be
used to support a campaign for across the board decreases in class
size. Olson implies, quite properly this writer berieves, that the
achievement of quality education will be a much more complicated
problem than merely putting fewer children in the classrooms of
British Columbia.
•
19
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CHAPTER IV
THE B.C.T.F. CAMPAIGN FOR REDUCTION
OF CLASS SIZE
The matter of class size has been a source of concern to
teachers of the Province of British Columbia for many years. As
early as 1960, the government of British Columbia appeared to
recognize the problem and indicated that they would reduce the
number of students in the entitlement formula from ~O to 35 over a
five year period. The program, although pursued for two years,
was not continued beyond that time and it appeared that government
policy had been abandoned.
In September of 1966, the BCTF presented a brief regarding
class size to the Department of Education. In their brief they
pointed out that the only provinces that were worse than British
Columbia, in relation to pupil/teacher ratios, were the Maritime
Provinces.
It was at this time that the BCTF launched its "Over 4o"
class size campaign. The campaign was specifically directed to
reducing very large classes. As a result of this campaign many
elementary class sizes were reduced by approximately two pupils
per class.
In 1967 - 68, the Provincial Government imposed stri~gent
curtailment in the educational finance formula. The curtailment
20
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resulted in not only services being cut back, but also increases
\
in clas's sizes.
\
Conduct of,the Camvaign
The class size campaign was conducted in local school districts
under presidents and executives of each local, under guidance from
the main B.C.T.F. office. The campaign, although resulting in some
improvement, was extremely slow and appeared to be accomplishing
little.
The establishment of a Working and Learning Conditions
Committee in the late 1960's began to move more directly toward
reduction of class sizes. It was at this time that "intolerable
•
situations" were defined, with an emphasis on classes exceeding
forty.
At the Annual General Meeting of the B.C.T.F. held in 1971
it \:Jas stated:
liThe intolerability concept is, of course, only a tactic
within the much broader strategy of striving to improve
teaching and learning conditions. It is reasonable to
assume that the threat of the use of that concept has
been effective, in a number of districts, in ameliorating
conditions. - - " (6.74)
At the 1973 AGM, the Learning Conditions Committee had
committed itself to a three year program to achieve the following:
____ 
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Category Criteria per 20.A.14
\
1972-3 1973-4 1974-5 1975-6
Kin~ergarten class 30 26 23 20
Class incl. Grade 1 32 30 28 26
Special Classes 15 * * ,*
Any Class 38 36 34 32
Average Daily Pupil Load 160 150 140 130
*Further study required as self-contained special
classes are being progressively phased out. (7.62)
The greatest impetus to increase the campaign for reduction
of class size came as a result of Dr. M.N. Olson attending a B.C.T.F.
summer conference at Naramata, British Columbia. He was invited as a
consultant and also to explain his study as it related to "Indicators
of Quality" and more specifically his research findings regarding class
size.
As a result of Olson's appearance at Naramata and other
areas throughout British Columbia the B.C.T.F. decided" - - - to
place the bulk of efforts and resources in the aggressive pursuit of
class size reduction." (8:39)
The campaign which followed was conducted through both
information and persuasion. It was conducted through public
meetings, teachers' associations, P.T.A.'s, op~n-line radio programs,
television appearances and newspapers. The campaign appears to have
met with considerable success as will be shown later.
•
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Use of the Olson Report
\
The B.C.T.F. conducted a survey of class sizes in September,
1973. They then applied the 9lson break points to each district's
returns and then through the media, radio, T.V. and also newspapers
made statements similar to the following:
"A survey conducted by the B.C. Teachers' Federation
on class size reveals that 87% of the children in the
province's elementary schools are in classes too large
to be receiving quality education.
The survey, which covered 1080 of the province's 1168
elementary schools, shows that 220,000 students or 87%
are in classes over 25, and 127,000 or 50% are in classes
over 30 - - -.
Our research indicates 25 to 1 is a break point in
quality education. A student's chances of getting a
quality education when classes get above 25 is considerably
diminished, but improves below that figure." (2)
The campaign as waged by the B.C.T.F. has depended very
heavily on the Olson Report. Interviews on the radio, television,
newspapers, and 60 forth, have included statements which, while not
being credited to the Olson study, are directly traceable to that
particular source.
In November, 1973 the B.C. Teachers' Federation presented a
brief entitled, "Class size and Pupil/Teacher Ratio", to the
Honourable Eileen Dailly, Minister of Education. In reference to
the Olson Report it was stated in the brief:
•
23
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"11- __ Dr. Norman Olson told delegates to the B.C.T.F.
SJrnmer Conference, "Instructional style and class size are
th~\two things that go together to produce quality in
school classrooms. - - -" (Appendix B:48)
,,~ - - No other study, however, can match Dr. Norman
Olson's "Indicators of Quality" research in providing
multi dimensional criteria, a unifying conceptual structure,
well-balanced implementation and comprehensive coverage
(Appendix B:49)
"- - - 'I'le have placed a great deal of weight on Dr. Olson's
findings 1/ (Appendix B:49)
"Dr. Olson's findings clearly establish the importance
of small classes to quality processes. Equally important,
they provide empirical evidence for defining "small" and
"large" classes. (Appendix B:49)
"For elementary classes "very small" is under 16,
"medium small" is 16 to 25 and "large" is more than 25.
For secondary classes "small" is under 16 and "large"
is 16 and over." (Appendix B:50)
Having taken note of the preceding excepts, which are only
a very few of the total, one notes the great importance that the
B.C.T.F. placed on the Olson Report.
In addition, the B.C.T.F. Newsletters, issued during the
period of September, 1973 to February, 1974 made regular references
and attributions to Olson's study.
It is notewo~thy and perhaps surprising that no significant
counter response was made in view of the fact that numerous informal
24
conversations between the author and knowledgeable educators indicated
that many people had serious reservations about Olson's study and
the tactics of the B.C.T.F.
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CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF NATURE AND IMPACT
OF THE CAHPAIGN
The campaign conducted by the B.C.T.F. was well conducted.
Members of the general public wishing for their children to have
a "quality education" have heard professional teachers say what
was necessary to bring it about - smaller classes. Using facts and
figures from the Olson Report, teachers and others were able to
substantiate their claims.
The Honourable Minister of Education Eileen Dailly
expressed her "hearty endorsement" for the campaign to reduce class
sizes and, apparently, acknowledged 'the relevance of the Olson study.
The campaign was conducted through public meetings,
newspapers, open-line programs on radio, television, guest speaker
appearances by the president of the B.C.T.F., P.T.A.'s, briefs to
School Boards, and so on. So overwhelming were the facts and figures
that as the campaign gathered momentum, so did it gather influential
adherents to "class size reduction". The effect of the campaign
began to snowball gathering converts on the way an~ apparently
impressing all who heard the presentations. It appeared as though
the teachers at long last had an answer to "some very basic questions".
Answers which were based on research (Olson's) not merely sup~osition.
25
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Letters were written to M.L.A.'s, the Minister of Education,
Superi~tendents and others. The main idea being to influence them
to accept,the premise that reduction in class size will result in
"quality education" for all.
At the time of writing this project, the campaign would'
appear to be a enormous success.
School Boards are trying, within their budgets, to decrease
class size where possible. Some Boards are finding it financially
impossible and are looking toward the p~ovincial government for
financial aid, as they lack not only the professional staff, but also
the accommodation.
The Premier of British Columbia, Mr. Barrett, in bringing
down his budget for 1974, increased grants to school districts by
$29.5 million. The newspaper stated:
"Barrett hoped that the increased grants to school
districts and $15 million toward easing the school tax
burden would lead to reduced class sizes." (24)
On Wednesday, February 11, 1974, the Minister of Education,
Eileen Dailly announced to the legislature that:
"- - - The province will reduce the ratio of students
to teachers with certificates (who mayor may not be
in the classroom) in three steps from the present 21.5
to 1, to 17 to 1." (24)
The Vancouver Sun of January 21, 1974 also reported:
"Outside the house, Mrs. Dailly said she had no
estimate of how much money the policy will'cost, how
many new teachers will have to be hired or how lowering
the ratio will affect classroom sizes.
She referred questions to her deputy minister
Jack Fleming, who had no figures either." (25:1)
26
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\ In considering School Boards which find it financially
impossib~e to reduce class size the Vancouver Sun reported:
\
"_'- - In her speech, Mrs. Dailly said school
districts with high teacher-student ratios "Jill be
offered supplementary grants to reduce classroom size,
whether or not they requested them in provisional
budgets submitted to the department of education
last week "(25:2)
Thus, on the basis of the response the campaign has elicited
from the government, it could be described as successful.
27
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The amazing thing about this whole campaign is that it was
based substantially on an eleven page report put out by the
Metropolitan School Study Council, an affiliate of the Institute of
Administrative Research, Teachers College, Columbia University. No
one in British Columbia has the complete Olson study, nor is it
likely they have ever seen it.
The writer has written letters to Columbia University;
University Microfilms, Ann Arbour, Michigan; Midwestern University,
Chicago; B.C. Teachers' Federation; B.C. School Trustees Association;
and also the B.C. Department of Education. As of the time of this
writing, having received replies from all but one, the writer has
been unable to locate the complete Olson Report.
As a result one must seriously question a piece of
research that has neither been seen nor evaluated. Yet the public
have accepted the premise of smaller class sizes for IIquality
educationll • The majority of the lay public have been given the
impression that standards in the basic subjects will improve. They
seemingly do not realize that the Olson Report deals exclusively with
processes, not outcomes. The teachers of the province will now have
the weight on their shoulders of proving that smaller classes will
indeed give "quality education". Furthermore, teachers will
28
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undou~tedly have to produce evidence of quality in outcome not
merely\~n process. After all, the general public is still at least
as interested in children being able to read, for example, as they
are in the group relationships used in reading instruction. Thus, it
may well be that nThere is a day of reckoning in the future".
The writer, having spent considerable time during the last
two years, studying research dealing with all aspects of class size,
seriously doubts that the answer to class size is contained in the
Olson report. (13) -The Olson report indicates that a flexible
approach should be used when considering class size, rather than a
rigid one. In this way class size could be, and p~obably should be,
altered to fit the many varied programs as offered in education today.
Perhaps one could summarize the entire situation 'by noting
the content of a recent letter to the editor of the Vancouver Sun:
"A teacher who tends to be weak in classroom control will
have as many problems with 15 students as with 30 - whereas
a teacher who is~rong in this regard will have as little
difficulty handling 35 as 25." (;t~)
____ 
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f-!.'1ourable Ninister:
Thank you very much for the reception you and your Cabinet colleagues
\
gave the I3CTF\delegation on November 21. AJ that time we presented statistics,
\\
facts and argurrt:ent in support of our Bl~ief on [.h~gent Current Problems in
'Education Finance.'
We indicated at that time that we should like to follow up our oril
presentation to you with a written submission on class size and pupil/teacher
ratio that could be viewed as an addendum to our education finance brief.
This is that submission.
Unfortunately, this is not the first time ,ve have had to make a presenta-
tion to government on this matter. It may be useful, therefore, to review
some of the historical background of the class size problem.
Historical Background
In September 1966, the B.C. Teachers' Federation presented~a brief
on class size to the authorities of that day. This was not the first expression
of concern about class sizes in British Columbia. The Chant Commission
Report in 1960 identified class size as a major concern and all comments
made by various contributors to the Commission supported the view that class
sizes should have been reduced from the levels prevailing at that time.
1
In 1966 elementary class sizes in B.C. averaged 32.0. The 1966 brief
pointed out that, based on 1965 data, British Columbia pupil/teacher ratios
1 ' 2 V' . 'thwere exceeded on y by those of the Maritime PrOVlnces. lctorla, vll an
~
average of 36.0, had the highest elementary class sizes in Canada. North
Vancouver's elementary class size average of 34.4 was the second highest
'h . 2In t e natlon.
The previous government had indicated back in 1960 that it would reduce
the number of students in the entitlement formula from 40 to 35 by successive
annual reductions of one student. The program was pursued for two years.
By 1966 it was clear that the government ha~ abandoned its commitme~t to
this program.
Continued:
-- -_.! ..---
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In response to this situation the BCTF launched its "Over 40" class
size campaign\ That campaign was especially d:Crected at reducing the
incidence of v'ery large classes. As a resur't of the "Over 40" campaign~
\
elementary class ~izes were reduced by almost two pupils per class to 30.1
1
in 1967-68.~
Unfortunately, the Provincial Government in 1967-68 intensified its
program of fiscal restraint on public school spending with its change in
the education finance formula. In the last years of its administration
it moved increasingly from a position of restraint to one of aggressively
forcing cutbacks in services.
Hence the 30.1 elementary class size average of 1966-67 was lower than
the average for any subsequent year up to and including 1972-73.
,
,
Present Conditions
For many years teachers have sought reduced class sizes, but have been
frustrated by the education finance polici~s and the restrictive building
regulations and policies of the previous government.
We had anticipated very significant improvements under the new government
this fall. That is why the three pieces of information that follow shocked
and disappointed us.
1. This September ll)e learned from Statistics Canada that~ based
on 1971-72 dat9~ B.C. had the highest elementary~and the third
highest secondary class sizes in all Canada.
While the 1971-72 period was prior to the chang~ in government,
we simply had not been aware that B.C. Vs elementary class sizes
were even higher than Newfoundland's.
2. In late October our Learning Conditions Survey revealed more
than 1500 classes in violation of our BCTF policy o[.a class
s&ze limit of 36.
Continued:
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3. In ea~ly Novembe~ we Zea~ned f~om a su~vey completed by
. elementfry school p~incipals and cove~ing 1080 out of the
1168 eleraentary schooZs ~ that the aUt],41age size of elementary
\~\..:;
classes 1J)'Qs.29. 4 in Septerhber 1973. That is only 1.1 students
per class better than the figure for September 1972 and only
0.7 lower than the 30.1 standard in effect six years ago in
1967!
46
Incredibly, in 1973, 21 districts in B.C. actually increased the average
size of their elementary classes over 1972 figures.
Only 15 districts lowered class sizes by two or more pupils per class.
Significance of Class Size
,
,
The figures and statistics in this brief make clear that B.C. class
sizes are extremely large. We consider it imperative therefore, to comment
on the significance of class size and pupil/teacher ratio in r~lation to the
quality of instruction.
The first point we must stress is that present schools must meet a
much broader range of educational needs than was formerly expected. Parents
demand that the personal, physical,0social, emotional and creative, as well
as the intellectual and vo~ational, needs of their children be met.
However, the existing class sizes and pupil/teacher ratios prevent
the satisfaction of these elements of quality educafton.
In other words, the long-standing inadequacy of B.C. class sizes has
now become a crisis. It is no longer merely a question of children learning
more mathematics or reading at a higher level, but rather whether or not
schools are going to meet that broad range of needs recognized by a progressive,
democratic and humanistic education system.
•
Continued:
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The goals your Department and the BCTF share cannot be accomplished
\vith present class sizes. Student absenteeism, discipline problems, alienation,
emotional di\<:rders, drop-outs, drug use - much of these are the result
of dehumaniziitg" impersonal, mass instructional processes? As \'7e shall
point out later,' ,those processes are the inevitable result of large classes
and inadequate instructional resources.
Your reference to class sizes and pupil/teacher ratio in your address
to the annual convention of the Canadian Education Association on September 26
indicates that you are sensitive to this issue.
Your government has already taken steD,~ to bring about a far-reach 1cng
examination of the education system. Nevertheless, continued progress and
improvement, especially in such critical areas as class size, are immediate
requirements. He vigorously oppose the vie',! l:hat radically different Ivays
,
of structuring schools offer any alternative to a major reduction in class
sizes at this time.
Such a course would be tragic, in our view. We believe that one of
the greatest impediments to restructuring the schools to make them more
human and flexible in dealing with student needs in a rapidly changing world
is the inadequate provision of teachers in relation to the number of students.
Teachers need manageable loads and time; time to plan, time to prepare and
time to vJOrk with students, individually and in small groups.
Therefore, any action your Department takes to lower class sizes and
pupil/teacher ratios significantly will be an indispensable step in a positive
restructuring of our classrooms, schools and education system.
•
Continued:
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The BCTF is committed to changes in structures and changes in instructional\
style to make\our schools more human, more democratic cH1d more conducive to
the positive gfpwth and development of eachstucent. We are agreed that\' 'changes in instr1Jc~ional style and the use of a greater variety of instructional
styles are just as important as reductions il1 class size. In fact, as
Dr. Norman Olson told delegates to the BCTF Summer Conference, "Instructional
style and class size are the two things that go together to produce quality
in school classrooms - not one by itself but two things working together,
teachers and students changing their roles in accordance with different class
sizes and different instructional styles th2t really makes the difference."
So we see two things happening together: reductions in class sizes
or pupil/teacher ratios and, concurrently, in-service education programs
to assist teachers to take advantage of the opportunities small classes
provide to make learning more personal, more creative, more student-centered
and more suited to individual needs.
WE CONSIDER A SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN CLASS SIZES AND PUPIL/TEACHER
RATIOS TO BE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT STE~ YOUR DEPARTMENT AND LOCAL SCHOOL
BOARDS COULD TAKE TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF OUR SCHOOLS.
Research Findings on Class Size
A long-standing objective of the B.C. Teachers' Federation has been the
reduction of class sizes. Our 1969 Annual General Meeting set, as a long-term
objective, a maximum class size of 30 for normal groupings of students. Our
suggested limits for Grade 1 and kindergarten were 25 and 20 respectively
(again as long-term objectives). This year ere seek to enforce a limit of
36 and next year 34 for normal groupings of students.
These limits were based on the experience and judgment of teachers and on
class size research findings.
Continued:
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r~"e draH to your attention the
who in +954 analyzed 267 studies of class size reDorted
in the Encyclopedia' of Educational Research. 7 Blake found that of 267
small classes\~han
\'
analysis by Blake,
A study by McKenna and Pugh on individualization of instruction demon-
I
strated that \there was more individualized and small group instruction in
13in large classes.
studies reported, only 22 qualified as real ,~esearch when the criteria of
scientific adequacy were applied. Of these 22, 16 favored small classes,
three favored large and three were inconclusive.
No other study, however, can match Dr. Norman Olson's Indicators of
9ualit~ research in providing multidimensioral criteria, a unifying conceptual
structure, ,,]ell-balanced instrumentation and comprehensive coverage.
It is significant that the Indi(',;ato}~sgJ32~litxstudy supports the
position we have long taken with regard to class size. I~ fact, Dr. Olson's
conclusions support a 10"Jer limit for elemcn.tt:lry class size than the long .. ·
term goal \'7e established in 1969.
He were ple2sed that your address of ,September 26 a:~so referred to some
of the findings of the Indicators of Quali~y study reported by Dr. Olson. S
He have placed a great deal of weight on Dr. Olson's findings. The
Indicators of Quality research is the most comprehensive study of American
classrooms ever undertaken.' It is char2cter'_zed by Hell-balanced instrumenta-
tion. As the editor of Phi relta Kappan Hr:Ltes, "At last a researcher Hith
-i.mpeccable credentials claims unqualified ans"Jers to ce:ctain perennial questions:
. ?p6How does class size affect learnlng .. , . However'the prime reason for
the significance we have placed on Dr. Olson's findings is that the criteria
for judging quality are processes we believe are as important to our classrooms
as to those in the United States.
Dr. Olson's findings clearly establish the importance of small classes
to quality processes. Equally important, they provide empirical evidence
for defining "small" and "large" classes.
Continued:
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For eleIlfentary classes "very small" is under 16, "medium small" is 16
to 25 and "la\-ge" is more than 25.
\ '- --",'
\
, '
For secondary- 'classes "small" is under 16 and "large" is 16 and over.
In terms of the specific behavioral criteria for interpersonal reg?rd,
creative thinking processes, effective group processes and individualization
of instruction, the research showed that smaller c 1 asses exhibited significantly
higher scores than large classes.
While the instructional styles and techniqt!es employed by the teacher
were found to be the most important variable affecting classroom quality, it
was found that large classes lead teachers to employ less effective styles,
and lead students to respond i~ less appro~~iate wavs.
For example, at the elementary level c]-asses of 15 and under demonstrated
individual work 2.2 times as frequently as c12sses of 16 to 25, -and 2.6
times as frequently as classes over 25.
The highest scoring styles of small group work and individual work
are employed 1.2 times more frequently than ,':he 10\<1 scoring question-and-
answer and seat work in classes of 15 and u~der, but in classes over 25,
the low scoring styles are found 2.8 times more frequently than the high
scoring styles.
Olson concludes,
"THE POSSIBILITIF.:S OF TEACHERS CONDUCTl G r;UCH ivl0RE INDIVIDUP,L WORK
~lITH ELE~1ENTARY CHI LOREN ~JOULD BE GREATLY ENI._
LIMITS TO 25 PUPILS. ,,5
Particular Class Size Inade~Jcies in B.C.
BY RESTRICTING CLASS
Class sizes in B.C. are a disgrace by empirical Canadian stand;rds,
by the standards of professional judgment of 1'30 C. teachers or by the research
evidence of the Indicators of Quality.
Continued:
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Not only is the B.C. system poor in, terms of average class size, but
\
also real ar~fs of deprivation and injustice exist even in relation to the
totally inadeq~ate average situation.
. \',
51
Small secondary schools, while tending to have lower than average class
size, tend to offer fewer curriculum choices and fewer services to stuqents.
In small elementary schools, especially in small rural districts, class'
sizes tend to be below average, but the provision of library services, music,
remedial and other services also tends to be below average, if not non-existent.
In the large urban districts class sizes tend to be very large.
A few statistics will illustrate these inadequacies.
In September 1973, the average for elemc'!tary classe~ was 29.lf. The
most recent figure ~ve have for secondary classe:; ~'JaS the September 1972
average of 26.1.
We were very pleased by your decision tc make kindergartens mandatory.
~e have also been concerned about the size of kindergarten classes. Within
the very meager resources provided to them, elementary schools have placed
the emphasis on reducing the size of kindergarten classes and primary classes.
Kindergarten classes were reduced 3.Lf s':Tdents from 26.0 to 22.6; Grade 1 -
1.3 students, from 27.2 to 25.9; other primary classes - 1.4 students, from
28.5 to 27.1 cmd Grades 4 to 7 - 0.9 stuc1en'-s, f~cm 31.8 to 30.9.
The schools generally have done the best they can with the limited
number of teachers provided them. The typj_cal elementary teacher is provided
no time for preparation, plarning, consultati 0 with colleagues or rest
during the school day. This results from the effort to prevent classes
from becoming even larger th2n they now are.
•
Continued:
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Every effort is normally made to reduce the size of classes within
the constraiD\S imposed by an inadequate number of teachers. Nevertheless, of
over 255,000 stc1.ldents in Grades 1 to 7, on~'7' 33,917 or 13% are in high quality
class size Situ~ions of 25 or fe,ver students, There are 127,8 L,9 students, or
over 50%, in poor quality class sizes of over 30. Over 61% of students
in Grades 4 to 7 are in classes over 30.
Teachers and principals have shuffled students around and have created
classes \'lith students from a number of grade levels to make as equitable
a distribution of students as possible. In fact, of 8680 elementary
(Grades 1 to 7) classes surveyed, 2762 or 32% mce "split" classes enrolling
students in two or more grades. Many of the split classes are very large -
855 IIsplit" classes have more than 30 studeTlts,
At this point ~ve should make clear that a reduction 0'\ t~'70 or three
students in the average class size does not result in a general reduction
of two or three students from every class, but rather a very substantial
reduc tion in the number of large classes 0 An ex,,,mple of this is Nelson. Tllhich
reduced average class sizes by 2.6; from 21.2 pupils per class in 1972 to
24.6 in 1973. As a result of that change, the ~roportion of classes ~ith
2S or fewer students was raised from 32.3% to 51.1%, while the proportion
OL classes over 30 was reduced from 32,2% to 6.5%.
The reverse of that process is illustrated bv Williams Lake. That
district raised its class sizes from an average s: 28,7 to one of 31.5 students
per class, and the proportion of classes over 30 rose from 50.7% to 70.6%.
Pupil/teacher ratios in B.C. in 1971-72 \2"2 10.7% higher than the
average for the three prairie provinces. 4 In more graphic terms B.C. WOULD
HAVE REQUIRED 2,377 MORE TEACHERS IN 1971- 7 2 PROVIDE THE SAME PUPIL/TEACHER
RATIO AS THE AVERAGE FOR THE THREE PRAIRIE P INCES; L 796 '~ORE TEACHERS
WOULD HAVE BEEN REQUIRED TO MATCH THE AVERAGE F THE REST OF CANADA.
Applying Olson's definitions to B.C,co ehODienta'~v classes, toJe f~nd
that in September 1973, 0.8% 2re very small, S.8% medium small and 82.4%8large. In terms of the children involved, 87% of the children in our
elementary schools are in large classes.
Continued:
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It is distressing that not only is the B.C. system poorer as a result
of high aver~ge class sizes, but also it is unjust, in that class size is
a measure of ~he "quality of living" for a~.significant part of an elementary
\\
student's life b~tween the ages of 6 and 13. It is disgraceful that nearly
90% of our element'ary students are "impoverished" in terms of their standard
of living at school.
In terms of across-Canada comparisons in 1971-72, 57.6% of B.C. elementary
clssses contained 30 or more students. No other province, including Newfoundland,
had more than 50% of its elementary classes with 30 or more students. The
Canadian average for elementary classes of 30 or more was 31.2%; the average
for the three prairie provinces was 26.4%.3
At the secondary level 35.7% of B.C. classes were 30 or more, the third
. , . C d 3poorest s1tuatlon 1n ana a.
We are especially concerned about our primary students. We believe
that the primary grades are the critical years in a child's sch60l experience.
This point was made again and again by contributors to the 1968 BCTF report,
Involvement: The Key to Better Schools.
Dr. Olson, too, stresSes the importance of the early school years, in
that this is the time when the student learns many of his roles, develops
his concept of himself and Benerally learns how to cope with school.
Dr. Olson suggests that an ideal class size for these young students
vlOuld be 15.
If most of their time in the primary grades were spent in classes of
15 or so, pupils should develop in self-reliRDce and independence as they
progress throu8h school. As they get older, they should require less supervision
and should be able to cope "lith less a-ctent:'on from their teachers .
..
Continued:
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Lilian Katz points out that society has tended to apply the concepts
\
of the commerc\tal/industrial sector to our school system and that in applying
\
the manufacturi~ concept of "unit cost" to education to reduc.e costs, ~,]e
have built larger "schools and placed children in larger classes.
She formulates a "law' of numbers" that applies to such situations: 9.
"a) As the number of children in an educational setting increases,
the number of rules, regulatic::1s, norms and role prescriptions
, .
a.LSO lncreases.
lib) As the number of rules, regulations, etc. increases, the number
of children who deviate from them increases.
"c) As the number of deviants increases, the number o'f special
programs and procedures increases.
"d) As the number of special programs increases, costs of education
increaseo"
Her point is that many of the special needs, and the costly remedial
programs required to meet them, arise simply hec8use classes are large.
Actually, the "remedial'" programs required as 2 result of overly large
classes extend well beyond the school system. Costs of crime and the
rehabilitation of criminals, costs of unemployment, welfare, many of the
costs of treating mental, emotional and even physical illness and disabili'cy
can be seen as the price we pay to "save" and "pconomize" by cramming youn.g
children iuto large classes t2.ught by ovenw-c-ked teachers.
This applies with particular force to prlmary students.
If our educational system really helped children to grow and develop,
surely they ought to be able to c.ope with nupil/teacher ratios (and
Continued:
less attention) as they get older. A sensih'e policy, theiefore, would
be to provide the smallest class sizes aDd the 1m-lest pupil/teacher ratios
in the kindergarten and primary grades.
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Precisely the opposite is :he case in B.C., y,here in 1971-72 pupil/teacher
ratios were 2~.O at the elementary level, and 20.8 at the secondary level,
, . h' . f f 12 3 . 3 3 ~ ,-. B C ~ .. 1, 10compareG Wl.t ,\atlos a rom . to 1 0 ,_ o. unLVerSl.tl.es.
\.
\
In respect of B.C. 's primary classes we find that 95,278 students are
reported in our 1973-74 survey for Grades 1, 2 and 3. 8 The average class
size is 27.1. Over 57% of our primary students are in classes over 25.'
An unbelievable 93.7% of students in Grades 4 to 7 are in classes over 25.
Over 68% of our secondary students were in classes over 25 and over
40% were in classes over 30, according to 1972-73 data.
When we read of your government's intention to spend an additional
$100,000,000 for community colleges, we are struck by the fact that no such
figure has yet been mentioned for our elementary and secondary students.
In view of the immensely greater per student expenditures ~lready being
made on higher education than on elementary and secondary education, we
are concerned lest yom: government continue the misalloC',ation of resources
in which your predecessors engaged.
In fact, on a per pupil basis, non-university students at the post-
secondary level had 3.3 times the amount of public investment in kindergarten
.,
to Grade 12 students. The investment in university students was 5.7 times
h ~ 11t e amount invested in elementary-secondary stu"ents.
We believe that the social costs of this sort of 'misallocation of resources
are enormous. It also strikes us as manifestly unfair and inequitable to
spend so little on services that are open to all and so much more on those
that are available mainly to an already socially and economically favored
minority.
•
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John Kenneth Galbraith suggests that the reason for less expensive
\
primary and s~,condary services in relation to those of higher education
\is that secondary and primary education do~dot lend themselves to the needs
'\
of the industria~:system and to its beliefs to the degree that higher education
12 .
does. He are sure, however, that your government agrees that it :Ls time
that a greater investment was made in the promotion of positive social values
rather than in the perpetuation of the traditional commercial/industrial
order.
It will cost a great deal of money to establish high quality class
sizes in B. C. Teachers and principals have nm out of "tricks," in terms
of rearranging students to avoid overly large classes. Merely to maintain our
minimum standards of tolerability for 1974-75 would require the employment of
at least 820 more classroom teachers.
Such a minimum provision of teachers would still leave a substantial
number of primary classes with 33 or 34 students. Thousands of students
would be taught in classes over 30 - classes too large for high quality
educational processes.
On the other hand, if a limit of 25'were to be established for all
elementary and secondary classes for 1974-75, 6140 teachers more than the
present number would be required.
Responsibility for Solving the Class Size Problem
The responsibility for providing quality class size conditions rests
with teachers, trustees and government.
Teachers have the responsibility to supply the e~pertise and to use
.
the instructional styles that take maximum advantage of favorable class
sizes.
Continued:
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School boards have the responsibility to provide a local situation
and local cond~\tions - for example, small class sizes - ia which the teachers'
expertise can lAe utilized and the high qllaV:::y instructional styles can
'\ '-
b I d f r \ '. 1e emp oye e ree~lve y.
The Provincial Government has the responsibility to make the necessary
funds available and to distribute them equitably.
You have the assurance of the B.C. Teachers' Federation that it is doing
and will continue to do all it can to assist teachers to use the opportunities
smaller classes provide to improve the learning environment for students.
It is not a question of whether the class size situation demands improve-
ment but rather of what is the order of the government's'priorities and
what would be a practical allocation of funds for this yeaD.
Recommendations
1. That the first educational priority of government should be substantial
reductions in the size of classes in the public school system.
2. That, over the next two years, enough additional teachers should be
employed:
(a) to make a substantial reduction in the size of elementary classes
especially at the primary level, and
(b) to limit secondary classes to 34 students in 1974-75 and 32 in
1975-76.
3. That, in future years improvements in the size of-classes in the higher
elementary grades and in secondary grades be continued.
Continued:
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4. That for 1974-75 funds aLd encouragement be provided for districts
to hire ~nough teachers to maintain at least the following standards:
(a) No kind~~garten class to exceed 23 students.
(b) No primary class (Grades 1 to 3) to exceed 28 students.
(c) No intermediate class (Grades 4 to 7) to exceed 32 students.
(d) No secondary class (Grades 8 to 12) to exceed 34 students.
5. That for 1975-76 funds and encouragement be provided for districts
to maintain at least the following standards:
(a) No kindergarten class to exceed 20 students.
(b) No primary class (Grades 1 to 3) to exceed 25 students~
(c) No class containing students in Grades 4 or 5 to exceed 28.
(d) No class containing students in Grades 6 or 7 to exceed 30.
(e) No secondary class (Grades 8 to 12) to exceed 32.
6. That to make sufficient classrooms available, the Department of Education
change building regulations to bring them into l~ne with quality class
size standards and give early approval to constru~tion plans or plans
to purchase portable classrooms.
Continued:
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Implications of the Recommendations
\
\
.\
It is estimated that at least 1670 adc'.~ticn.al teachers will be requi::ed
\
to achieve recorr.hi~ndation 4. Of these add:U:ion2.1 teachers, lt~20 "7ill be
,.
required for elementary schools and 250 for seco~dary schools.
Recommendation 5 will entail a further 1580 te2chers, for a total of
3250 additional teachers. Of these, 2780 will be required at the elementary
level and 470 at the secondary levelo
1B.C. Schools 1972-73~ p. 50
2Informat1:on Bulletin from the Research and Informa ticn Division of the
Canadian Education Association, July 1965.
3Statistics Canada, Unpublished Statistics on Class Size (Released by
the Canadian Teachers' Federation on September 24, 1973).
4Statistics Canada, Advance Statistics of Education~ 1972-73.
5MSSC Exchange~ Volume XXIX, Number 5, January 1971.
6phi Delta Kappan~ September 1971.
7Class Size: A Summary of Se lected Studies in Elementw'y and Secondary
public Schools~ Ed. D. Project, New York Teachers' College, Columbia University,
1954.
8BCTF Survey of Elementary and Secondary Classes.
9Childhood Education~ May 1973.
lOS . . C d ACt f Ed .L' B '+' h C.., b' 1871 1971tatJ_stlCS ana a, en ury 0 UCac,1/on 1.-n r1.-v~S Oc,um ~a~ -'.
llStatistics Canada, Education in Canada~ 1973.
12The New Industrial State~ Houghton Mifflin Company.
13IAR Research BuUetin~ Volume 4, Number 2, February 1964.
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ABSTRACT
CLASS SIa AND ACHIEVEMEIft'
- AN ANNOTATED AND INTERPRETIVEBIBLIOGRAPHt
Th. JNrpo" of this study was to evaluat.the ayailabl. r.aearoh
lit.ratur. as it pertained to the relationship bet••en claae .i•• and
pupil achi.y••nt. A .orking d.finition of cla.s ai•• and achi.y.ment
.u giyen in ord.r to provide more specific direction to the atud,..
'l'he r.search studi.d fell into tiv. cat.gorie., ranging fro.
opinion through to contro11.d scientific .xperimentation. As the
purpos. of the studJ conc.rn.d c1us size and achievem.nt, a gr.at deal
of literature .as inappropriate because it related clus si.e t. such
_tters as pupil attitud., t ..ch.r lead, and course oontent.
In g.neral, elementary classes appear to have b.en larg.r than
secondary clu.es, due to the infiuence. of ti••-tabling and the .egre-
gation of 'be,.s and girls for such subjects a. Industrial Arts and Home
Ec~Ulic.. On the other hand. some classo. in the .ecedar,. sch..la
.e~e found te be large on the buis of c.urse r.quir.lMDt.. The..
includ.d Band, Choir, and Ph,.sical Educati.n.
R.search appears t. favour the ne.d for small clas.e. in Pre-
acho.l, JCindergarten, Grade ane, Special Cla.... and H.ad Start Pzo.gr.....
~Res.arch.r. have found .ignificant relationship. bet•••n cla.s .iz. and
achi.v....nt .hen stud.nts, as mentioned abov., are being taught.
a•••v.r, in the r.l.vant literatur. ther••as no con.i.tent
pattern t. the evid.nc.. Some was .quivocal, some favoured .mall clae•••
and a siJlilarnumber of studi•• favour.d larg.r c1a..... Much of the
experimentation .... poorl,. d••igned and controls .er. fr.qu.ntl1 lacldDg.
The lack ef consi.t.nt defin1tion of terms such a. large .r small .a. a
i
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u.
• eriou. deficiencl.
\
1\e writer sugge.t. that in the future, cluse. will probabll '"
\
ill .i.e depending on teaching technique., the indi"idual ne. of the
students in"olyed, and the course content. In other worda, it i8 un11kel1
that a 8i.e of clasa, ideal for all teaching purpo8es, .ill e"er ~ di..
covered.
The study finally outlines some suggestions and criteria for
further re.elll'ch in the relationship bet.een cla8s size and achie"ement.
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THE PROBLEM. BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURI
Proble•
To aacertain "bat oonclusions may be drawn frOlll the print"
literatve on the available re.earch pertaining to class si.e and it.
relation to achieYe.ent.
Background
In order to have a working d.finition of both "clus si.e'· and,
"achieyement" they "ill refer to the following&
''Olass size" "ill reter to the number ot pupils regularly
scheduled to meet in an administrative or instructional unit, known as
a class or olass section. usually under the direct guidance ot a single
teacher.
"AchieYement" will reter to educational efficiency as judged by
Ileasurable pupil outcomes and in .ome cases reterence rtJAy be -.4e to
systematio efforts to s..k teacher opinions in relation to pupil
progress "hen consiAered in relation to cl.8. 8ize.
Research and professional literature during the period ot
1920 - 1930 haye examined instructional groupings and the 8i.. ot
instructional groupings in various W.Y8.
In the historical development of clus size investigationa
there are five major stagesa (29a18)
1
:~
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1. P~olleer period
Th~ ~irat peraon to make a serioua ettort to research the efteot
ot cla.. aize on achieve.ent was J. M. Rice in the year 190'. Bow-
ever, since standardized tests had not yet come into being, Rics's
tiDdings are not considered as being acceptable.
The only tactor which waa controlled was class si.e. !he re8U1t.,
although _illly based on perllOD&l opinion, indicated that there H.
DO clear eyidence .t a leaaening ot efticiency in achiey••ent unle..
the cl... aize exceeded forty-tive.
2. Ear17 experimental period
,
The first true re.earch experi.ent was aet up in 1916 in the
relationship ot elementary school class aize and efficiency in
Spelling. An UDderstaDdardi.ed objective te.t was .ed, and yet at
the _e ti.e an attellpt w.. _de to hold lII811y of the nonexperi.ental
fact01"s constant. It os reported that no significant relationship
wa. foud.
,. Controlled - experi.ental period
In 1920, Steyen.on .et up a .erie. of .emicontl"olled experi...nta
with .tandardized instrument. for measuring iDtelligence and achieye-~
mente
Ettorts soon tollowed where researcher. controlled other variable.,
other than cla.. .i.e, in .tud11Dg the ettect of cla.. si.e upon
meUlll"able results ot in.truction.
The results gained trom the.e studie. indicated that UDder
t7Pical teaching technique. the measurable achievement ot a pupil i.
not adyersely atfected by rea.onably large ola••e••
____ 
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4. Stud,. of special teaching procedurea\
Th~\ Itesulta of preyious experillenta suggeated that teachiDg 01'
illatruction&l technique. .mould be varied in order to be _re
appropriate to the clasa aize under consideration. Couequentl1.
begiJmiDg about 192', a seriea of experi.enta .ere launched to teat
out this generalization which t even to the present day. haa onl7
been partially .ubatantiated.
,. R.tined experimentation
In 1926, attention turned to the more specific tactors ot the
eftect ot clu. size on pupil.' attitude. and the relJU1ts ot
,
varioua .ized ola••e. upon the achievement ot homogeneously grouped
pupils.
The conoluaiona to the pre.ent are inconclusive but are ot such
a nature a8 to indicate a further 'need of extension and expansion
of thi. type of experimentation.
The subject of olaas aize ia again in the 70's oolling to
prollinence due to the follow1ng reasona'
i. Increaaed re.ponsibility being given to publio educational
institutions as a partial solution to many of our countrJ's
aocial ills.
ii. Experillentation .ith ''ne.'' Ilethode of classroom organi...
tion, staff utilization and ataff ditfer~ntiation.
iii. The rapid gro.th of prot,••ional negotiations bet.een
teaoher organizatiou and school boarda in relation to claea
si.e.
Proc,dure. The writer .ill attempt, through stud11ng the
____ 
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a.aiable literature pertaining to the research on this topic. to p.e
\
an ann~b:ted and interpretive analysis as to the importance ot cla••
• i.ein relation to pupil achieyement. A••ell ae couiclering ear17
.tudie. prec.ding 1940. a particular .ttort will b. made to find recent
r.search pertaining to 01U8 .iz. and ita relation to achi.v.ment.
Outline of th.' final report
CHAPTER I. THE PROBLEM, BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURES
CHAP'1'ER II. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
CHAPrD III. RESEARCH AND OPINIONS
1l••nt&r1 SCheel••
An attempt will b. mad. by the writer to .earch the
r.leYant literature in order to ucert&ia whether or
not an optimal clu. size has be.n scientifical17
proven for the elell.nt&r1 situatien in relatlon to
achi•••lIl8J1t.
Junior Secondary Schools.
At the present till. the clae••• of the JUDi..
S.condary Schools are smaller in aize thaD tho.. et
the Elementary Schoole. 1'h. rel.vant literature will
be peru••d in order to ascertain wh.ther the .ize et
cl..... haa any foundation ba••d on re.earch.
Senior High SChools'
The rele.ant literatur. pertaining to cla.. 8ize in
the Senior Secondary Scb..la will b. search.d in order
to d.t.rmine wheth.r class alze haa u.:r bearing ~
acad.mic achie.ement in this area ot higher education.
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INTERPRITATION ·01 aESEARCH AND OPINIONS
Inve.tigatiOD prior to 1920
Inv••tigatiena 1920 - 1940
More recent studies 1950 to date
,
CHAPDR V. CONSIDERATION OF SOCIAL FAC'l'ORS
CHAP1'J:R VI. CONCLUSIONS
CHAPl'D VII. IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER S1'UDT
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL OVERVID
Since the Tery earlieat or ancient timea "clua size" haa be.
a _tter of ccmstant concern, particularly to scholara who ••e charged
with the reaponaibility of eclucating their students.
Fued scholars of ancient timea are known to have debated at
,
considerable length the number of disciples .ith which one ...ter ceuld
.ork effectively. (311157)
Herodotus, in the Fourth Century. B. C., .aa known te have
,
referred to "classe. of thirty". (6:1) On the other hand, centuries
later, Co••ius atated tI••• it ia not only possible for one teacher to
teach ...,v&1 hundred scholars at once, but it is also essential, ainc.
for both the teacher and the students it 1s by far the IIOst a4.,an~U8
qste••" (3515) Yet, John Locke, a contemporary of Coaeniua, atatedl
..... it ia illpOssible that the muter shall have fifty or 011. hundl'.4
scholars ••••01' can it be expected that he instruct them properly 111
ether than their booka." (6:1)
When one reads the abo.,e statements out of the historical paat,
J
he might ceneider that this apparent disagreement .euld b...1.,e4 by
the fwentieth Century. Such ia not the case, nor d••• it appear that
the matter of claa. aize will be aol.,ed to e.,eryene's _tiafactien ter
..me tim. to celie.
The first recognized person to attempt t. prove or disprove the
.-all-large size cla.. theory in relation t. achievement ...
6
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7Dr. J. M~ Rice. (19.141) In~903, Ric. cQnducted a .tud)- _ the
\
r.latienablp bet.e. clus .ize and achi.vement in Arithmetio. (25.1)
Ho••.,er _ ao facter, .ith the exc.ption of cla.. .ize. ... contreUed.
Altheugh the r.sult. lacked objectivity and a proper .eientific m.thed,
Ric. stat.d that th.r. did not apPeal" to be U17 le.. in achi•.,••nt.
As the decad•• of the 1900'. have passed by, th.re has been •
• ellllllltic change, as IaD7 reeearch.rs involved in the scieatitic .xpeI'-
,
iIl.ntation in r.f.rence to claas size refer to "pupil-teacher rati.",
"pupil-prof•••ienal ratio", and still ethers to "av.rage class sitse".
Although ol..s .iz. and pupil-teacher ratio appear to ref.r to the
sam. thing. there is said to be a v.ry fine distinctibn bet•••n the
t... Clus siz., as such, r.f.rs to the number of pupils enreU.d in
one cla8s and under the direction of one teacher. OIl the other haD4,
pupil-teach.r ratio r.f.rs t. the number of pupil. emoell.d in a .eh..l
or district di.,ided by the total number of full and part-time pr.f...
• ienal teach.rs assigned t. that sch••l or district. (37.157) !h.
"averag. class siz." r.f.rs primarily t. the secondary ech..la .here, due
t. sch.duling or time-tabling, a teacher may recei.,. on. hundr.d anel
fifty-six pupils during a five period day, but it does net clearly
J
d.fine the breadth bet••en the Itsmallest" and the "large.t" cla.....
H•••.,er. all int.r••ting item to be noted, found in one et the r.search
article. studi.d, i. that the "a.,erage" measur. has be.n subjected te
much critici •• b,. r ••earch.rs because of its insensiti.,it, to the .tfect
.f extre.. ola.. size. Ther.fore t in .tudying staffing, IIIUl1 of the
r.Harchers are changing from mean to median measures. (25">
Sinc. the .81"11 1920's to the present time, III8IlT researchers
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have taken .ttel18o to the u.e of achievellent u the 01111 mea8\U'O for
8
educati.aal institutions but have al80 included as desirable educatiual
goal. the foU••ing:
1. Critical thiDldDg
2. Citiaenahip
,. Creativity
4. Attitude.
s• .Physioal development
6. Secial development
7. ..tional development
The nece8sity ot considering the matt.,. of clu. s1ae and ita
importance te the oducation continuum .ould appear to the writer to be
of great importance. It is not that the reaearch to date has failed to
prove or elisprove the validity of consideration of claee &izo. but
rather that perhaps the research needs to be _re comprehensive.,
ao.ever. a caution which should be oonsidered 1. that IIIAJ'17 .r the
preferred outcolles ot a "quality education" appeal' to be immeaeurable
at the pre.ent time.
The cost taotor .f decrea.ing olass s1ze i8 a pc>int whioh al..
JIlWIt be cOJl8idered. The cost faotor .ould inolude not onlr availabi11tJ'
.f physical .pace. but also teachers t and cuat.dial salaries. rerhapa
ail example might be used to better illustrate this point. If there .ere
tive olasae. oOlllPGsed of thirty-five atudents each. they would require
the sonic•••f five teachers, and an..1ng fort1 m1nut~t'&;\tocl_ eaoh
\1'.... the tive room•••uld requiro a custodian for three ho~. gd
\
twentJ' lliaute.. It the claaa size for the five olaa.e••ore reduced te
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\
t._t1-r~Ve, it ••uld nece.sitate the emplo1lllent of t •• extra teach...,
\t.. extra rooms and the service. of a custodian tor an extra •• bov
and t.enty minutes.
9
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\
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CHAPTER III
RESBARCH AND OPINIONS
Il••tarl Scheels
190' - Dr. Ric. coaduct.d an .xperiatent to .xamin. the .tteet .t
cl••••iz. 1a Arithm.tic .chi.Y.ment. Th. c'Dclusiens wa. that
claae sial did not aff.ct aohi.y.ment in Ar~tbmetic.
1920 - St.yens.. us.d standardiz.d instruments t.r lleUlU'iDg int.l-
lig.nc. and .chi.y.ment a.t up a Dumber of partiaU7
oetl'lU.d .xperim.nt.. 'l'h. conclusion ••s that there diel net
.ppear t. b. any d.creas. in .ftici.ncy when ceneid.ring large
ola.s.s. (19.225)
1928 - Bud.leen and yen Bergerarod. oonduct.d the tirst Ingitudillal
study .a the r.lationship 't class size .n lI!a.auJ"abl. r.mt•
• t iJUltrueti'D. Th. stud1. which was d.n••ver a p.ried .f tiy.
years .t the Univ.rsity ot Minn.s.ta. involYed sixty-s.y.a
pail'-ola•••xperiment.. It w.s conclud.d that with typical
teaching Pl'ee.dur.s the m.asurabl. r.sults .f pupU .chieY....t
WI1" Dot greatl1 .ff.ct.d by r.asonably large ela..... (5'1)J,
19'7 - Hern did an experiment in rel.tion to cla.s size and &Chi.y..
meat. H. conclud.d that class size ia not an 1mpertant t.ctor
when consid.ring stud.nt achi.vem.nt .s."c.lIIIDOIl1y lleaaure4."
1954 - Otto WI.d • team appr.ach inY,lving tour inv.stigat.... U.inc
large class•• ot thirty-tiv. and mer•• IU'ld small clas••a .t
10
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\ twent,--five .1' re.er the,- .et out to s.ek the r.latlenahip
\\let.een claaa .i.e and pupil achi.vem.nt OIl the total\
educatl.ul pr.gr..... The pupila uaecl ill the etu41 were
mil <Jrade. Two, Feur and Six. Otto concluded that ".-u.
cla•••• as~ taught do not harbour in .ignificant pre-
pertione 'their purported advantag.. over large clae...."
(3.511.5.5)
1954 - Spit.er did a .tuc17 in order to determine the relationship
bet.een cl... .i.e and achievement. Be te.ted pupil. in
Grade 1'hree and Grade Six in rour measurable areu of
inetruotien. 1'he large cla••e. were compe._d of thirt,- er
aere .tudent. and the small cla••es .ere compo.ed of t.ent,--
six or fewer .tudent.. He concluded that the differenoe.
noted ill the four areas weI'. not significant when oouldorille
alaes .ize. (25124)
1954 - Blake, in an unpublishod Doctoral Thosis, stated that he had
ldentified t.. hundred and sixty-soven docUMnts relating to
cl... .1.e. Of tho.e he only found eight,--tivo .hich ho
oon.iderod .ere based on reliable research ettort. Be.eYeJ',
he was quick to state that these eighty-rive .tudies .elected
.ere not cho.on on tho basi. ef oither "research adequae,-" ..
"aoceptabUit,- or procedure." but rather on the baai. that
acceptable re.earch precedure••ere toUowed. 1'e deteraine
research adequae,- he u.ed the tollowing criterien, aciontifl0
centrel, quality ot the sampl., sutticienc,- ef variable
measurement, .everity of data examination, and 8U1tablene..
of the cencluaieu. Baaed on these six criteria, Blake
11
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\ acoepted eJl17 t.ent1-t•• of the eight,.-fiya studi_....\
\~heugh eight .f the.. .ere baaed on administrate - teacher'.,
epiD1~ pell.. Of these twenty-t.. studie.. sixteen faftUJ'efl
emall clasae., three favoured large cla••e., and three w..e
incenclu.iye. He.eyer, baaed on achieYement, the findtng8
were "tar troll cenclusive... (25:16)
1'hi••tuq baa been mentiened aa the moat ce~eheDaive .tuq
of cl••••i.e research (25:14), but the writer w.. unable to
locate the original paper.
196' - Clark, I. O. reported that in England and Wale•• auple ef
teur thoueand eight 1Hr olds .ere tested ~ IHOhuioa1
readiag and intelligence. 'l'he conclueion to this .tudy ...
"that there is DO signit1cant ditterence bet... the ayerage
Pertermance et pupUs in v&r;y1ng clu. ei.e•• " (29.30)
l~ - J'r1IIier ..s respeneible tor conducting the tirat signifioant
stuq in relation t. claS8 .1ze and achieyellent a. he
oentre1104 the variable. ot .ex, age and also 'ri8ua1 and
audite1"1 acuit,. The stuq inve1yed large cw... et thirt,-
ti.e plus, and amall classes ot te.er than thirt,.tive ill the
area et Grade One Reading. He concluded fl ••• olear and un-
lliatakable ev1dence ••• that clasa a1ze preteUllC1l1 infiu....
achieve.nt in Reading tor First Grade stud.t••" (16.142)
1964 • Furne and Cellins cenducted a longitudiDal .tudy' ever the
,eara 1959-64. In this study they attempted to centHl aD7
.. et the variable. previously uncontrolled in other .tudie.
Rch aa tetal ar1thIDetic and reading te.t seere. ot the pUpil,
parents' academic standard. experience ot the teacher. etc.
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\ Th. 01..... were greuped in teur o.tegWie. 1A the t.Ueriac
.1.... 1-2'. 25-31, 32-37; and 38 and o.er" Th.,.pUa ...\
"Par~ted .. te wh.ther they were regular er apeo1a1 ola••
mdeut." Th.Y' were further .eparated on the baai. •• te
whether th., ..re .f the whit. or MIl-white ru••
Sixte.n thewsand. feur hundred and nin.t,-rdn. GJoade TU..
PlPU. of the BaltiMr. Sch..l. were u••d tor the re.earch.
The are.. te be studied in relatien to cla..s ..i.e _el
aohie.ement ••1"0 reading and arithmetic. (17.2.,>
Furno and CoUina made the fell.wing conclusienal (17.6)
1. Student. enrelled 1A the regular curripulWl and the
.maller classes _d. .ignificant gain. in both readiDg
and arithmetic.
2. Student. enroUed in the .malle.t claae _de greater
ga1D.. in achieYement than the.e in the larg81'" cla•••••
). The adnntagea ot small cla•••••ere more precluotiY.
fer nen-white .tudent. than. white stud.nta.
1964 - Menniti did a stucl1 in relation to olae. aize and aohi.,ement
in the Cathelic elementary sch.els .t the dioce.. ot
Harri.burg~ PeJ1D8Ylnnia. and EYanardlle. Indi_. He oem-
pared large classes cempe.ed et 40 and o.er pupils with -U
cla.e. compoaed ef fe.er than 36 pupils. H. toud there ...
a significant difterence in fayour of the larger olasse.. ill
aohie.ement ot Mathematics in beth diece.e. but foWIII a
significant ditterence in tayour .f pupil. in the larger olau
in Reading aohie.ement in the diocese ot Harri.bv* .1117.
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1966 - \ Cunen aenducted an exp.riment with Kinderguten pu,118 1JI
~e1ation te clu. siz.and achievem.nt. The lAarge olass ..\
,
madt- up .f 34 to '9 pupils and the small c1as. .t 23 t. 28
pupils. The variables er teacher, re.m, and equ1paent ....
kept constant by having the same teacher teach beth clue••
in the .... reem .ith the same equipment. She cucluded that
smaller cl..... .er. respensibl. for a significant incr....
1D achieYellent. (1019-11)
It sh.uld be noted at this time that the pr..soh.ol u4
kindergarten levels are the enly 10yela of el.mentarJ'
.ducatioD .here re.ellJ"Ch. t. date, has shom. a definite
relationship bet.een class size and achiev.ment. It haa be..
concluded 1D such research that childr.n of this age requin
amell c1as. situatiens due t~ th.ir depending on adult••
1968 - Balo. did a longitudinal study with pupils in reading tro.
Grade. an. to Four. He reduced the "av.rage class ei.e" .t
30 dem t. 1'. H. c.ntrolled the t.o variabl•• • t r ..diDg
readin.s. and intelligence in the analy'.i• • t the Orade Feui'
reading aollievement. He found that stud.nts who bad been 1D
the amall clus.s tor two or more years scor.d sigaitioant17
higher than did the.e who had been in the lU'ger cl......
Bal•• concluded that •
•••the inf1uenoe .f the educational pregram i. cUllUlatiye aadthat the fir.t 'Tear is the critical year in Reading iJaatructi..... •
•••by the middle .f the Third Grade achi.vement patterna arepretty ••n established and smaller class .ize. by it••lt, d...aet haYe sutfioi.t impact to change the.e patterns. ChUdI'.111 the experi_tal program (small cluses) are .till gr••ing at
a taster rate (tbaa pupils in larger classe.) in Reading, but the
rate has 81e.ed don trom the pr.vious year•••• (29127)
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1968 - \Woodeon studied oyerall district polic)" regardiag olau 81••I
ad its ettect on achieYement. Large ClaSS8••ere IIOr. than\
2.7 PuPils and small classes .ere less than 22 pupil.. 'l'b.e
pupU••ere compared on the basis ot ditterences bet•••
actual and predicted scores in reading and aritJuqtic. Be
tound that the correlation bet.een the re.idual.... n.ptiY.
tor those pupil. fro. the large clas••• and "consietentl)"
poeitiYe" tor tho.e pupil. trom the smaller-cl..s.s. (2,.26-2'1)
1972 - Moody and oth.r. randomly a.sign.d a group ot Grad. FoUl'
studente in order to determine the ettect ot 01... .i.e in
relation to the l.arning ot t.n mathematical,objectiY... !h.
groupe ••re compo.ed as tollo.s: 20 groups ot 1 pupil each I
10 groups ot 2. pupils each; .. groups ot , papUa each, anel
1 group ot 2' pupils. These, groups .ere tormed in each 01
the thr.. schools .hich took part in the stud)". $ey.
teachers .ere randoml)" selected and usigned to Yarioua
classes. 'l'b.. conclusions arriYed at trom this etud)" ••re
that students in the smaller clu.es sho.ed aignitlcantl)"
greater achinement in the ten mathematical objectiYe. thaa
did tho.e in the classe. compos.d of 23 student.. (28,1-1,>
1912 - Little, in England, stated:
Our findings .ere consietent .ith the seri.s ot recent publi-cations in the United Kingdom. Joyce Morris, Stephen Ifis...,and the Child Deyelop.ent Stud)" have all come up with s1llilar
re8Ult. to oure. More important. '!'houle.s, in hi. r.Yie. ot theinternational literature on the subject of clus si.e published in1969, ooncluded that clus si.e does not in itself apPeal" to be asigniticant factor in the .peed ot learning. (26,2)ChUdren in large classe. learn to read t ••ter thaD chUdren in
.mal1 on•••••• (9:5)
Tb. S.ediah researcher, Marklund, also concur. .ith Dr. Littl.(9.5>
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Junior SecondarY Schools
\
1925-28 \~ SaIith oonducted a study on the r.lationship bet...n clue
\
si•• and achi.Y....nt in Grad. Nin. English. He _tch.d the
students on the basis of intelligence, sex, age, and pr.riolUl
years' grades in English. The l8l"ge cla..es wer. oolllpOs.a ot
50 stud.nts and the small classes compo.ed of 20 stud.nta.
He came to the three following oonclusiona.
1. No significant diff.rence in composition, gI'UIIIIllI",
punctuation, or capitalization for either grouping.
2. In are.. such as reading, literatur., spe1l1ng, and
alDOunt of work complet.d, the larger classes did better.,
3. In areas such as library, methods and letter writing.
children in amaller cla8s.s did muoh better. (17'.5)
19'2 - Owmingham conducted a 8tud~ to ascertain the r.lationehip
bet•••n Clas8 siz. and achieYement in Algebra. 1'eacher
m.thods, t.xtbooks, assignments, and cla88 tests ••1". kept
constant. The large class was composed of 66 students and
the small class was composed ot 33 students. He oonclud.d
that there was no significant difference in achie.ement ill
Algebra regardless of class size. (17.6)
196' - Anderson, Bradford, Olark and Schipper compared the relation-
ship b.tween class size and achi.vement in Algebra. The,.
chose 120 students tor their study who 'had 8Cored at or abo.e
the 90IlI per centU. on the Differential Aptitude Ilumerical
test. The etudents th.n .ere divid.d luto one large group .t
80 studente and one small group of 40 students. Th.1 were
then placed ill an acc.lerated Algebra cours. whlch covereel a
16
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no ....t .. period. The two groupe were taught b7 .e teacher\
lho was not aaigned IUl1 other teaching responsibility_ Two\
ai4e~ troll Grade Twel"s were also used ae a.sistants. Their
conclWlion .... that there was not any significant differenoe
in the achieYement in Algebra regardless of whether they .ere
iD a large or amall cla88. ('3 :30)
1963 - Clarke and Riohel, in order to inve.tigate great ditterence.
in achieYe.ent on tinal Grade Nine examinations 1D. two lal"ge
citie. ot Alberta, Canada, decided to examine tiYe tactor.
which are belieYed to be partly responsible tor the ditterence.
in achieye_t. One ot the five tactors ..a that ot 01_
•
ai.e. Clus a1&e was completely inYestigated tor the nine
1eara the .tudents had been in school. The conclusion reached
... that amaller claeses (and better qualitied teaohera) pro-
duced better result. on the tinal Grade Nine ex-mtDatiODa.
!he oODolu8iOD wa. a culmination ot a longitudinal .tudy oyer
a period ot tour yeara. (2.155-59)
196'+ - HaakeU conduoted an experiment in England with 10) firat tora
pupils on the relationship between 01aa8 ai.e and Plpil
sohieyemen!. Ue held the variabl•• ot sex, age, equipment.
teacher and intelligenoe oonstant. He tound that the onl7
eignitioant ditterenoe in pupil achievement appeare4 duriDa
the 'l'hird Term. Ue ooncluded that this' did not indicate
signiticant difterenoe. in pupil aohie"ement a. s direct
result ot Ola88 .ize. (25:26)
1961 - JohnaOD and Soriven oon4ucted a study to oOllJPfl1'e ola.. .i.e
and aohie..ement in Grade Seven and Eight English and Mathematic••
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The laI'ge clUHS were composed ot over 33 students and the\
-.mall claea." were composed ot 23 pupils. The Iowa Basio\\
SkiU. battery was used in order to teat the .tudents. They
concluded that there W88 no significant ditterence between the
large and "mall clauee in English and Mathematica. (22) .
1968 - Madden did a stUdy to compare the achievement in relation to
class size in Orade Nine general Mathematic.. The large
cwae" were composed ot from 70 to 80 students and the eal1
claeses ot trom 25 to 40 students. The pupils who w..e either
low or high achievera were excluded from the atu~. He con-
eluded that although there wan t t a significant clitterenee
,
between the two groupaat the beginning of the _aster, the
students of the larger group were signiticantly better at the
end ot the semester. (29'30)
1972 - 711nker did a research study to determine the relationship
between clatta .ize and achievement in Grade. Seyen and Eight
in the are.. ot Mathematic. and Language Arts. '!'he large
ol..a ... composed ot 55 atudents and the two ..u. class.s
.ere composed ot 34 students. In order to randomly .elect
the pupila~on the basis of ability, the 8core. ot the
Metropolitan Achievement Test in Reading, hem 8M, .... UNd.
In each ot the subject areas the course ot studie. and quality
ot inatruction was kept as equal as possibl.. Th. teachers ot
the thr.. cla_es met r.gularly to discus" methodology and
courae content to ensure equality tor each cla88. Th.
department oha1J"man of each of the areaa, Matheatica and
Language Arts, taught the large class and waa giVeD the
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auistanc. ot a paraprotessional. !he t.o .-l1.r c1a.... bad
\
\teachers auign.d toth.m.
\
He'qonclud.d trom the test results that the large claa.
favoured" ••• the dev.lopment of uUl. and oOncept. in
Mathe.tics and Language Arts. (1,:471-73)
Bmw Hie Schools
19.50 - Anderson, K. E., in order to compare the relationahip bet.e.
claas si.e and achievement, selected 73 echools iJl Dine
state.. Intelligence and subject knowledge were the basi.
on which the two cl&••~s were equated in the subject of
•
Chemiatr,. The large classes were compo..d of 80 students
and the small classes were composed of 40 stud.t.. Anderaon
foud that the students in the smaller classes ('to atudeate)
_d. higher grade. oa the Chemistry final e.mia.tiona than
tho.e in the larger classes (80 students). (17.6)
1961 - Johnson and Lobb reported on a longitudinal stud,. conducted
over a three year period in Jefferson Count1. Colorado. The
tirst phase ... to determine the relationship of '"clus si.e
upoa aohi~v.ment, attitudes, and behaviour of learners."
Stud..t. of Grade. Ten and Eleven of eight high aohools in
the Jefferson County area were divided into cla..e. of 10.
20, 35, 60 and 70 pupils. The subjects .elected tor the
.tucl7 .ere Biology-, American historJ, Plane geo_tI7, aDd
English III. Ot the eight high .chool. cho.en they touad
there wa. no sigaiticant difference in the achie.ellftt of the
.arious class sizes. (25:24)
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1961 \, Warburton did a etucly to deterll1ne whether claee ei.e woulA
\\affect acldeYement in Grade flrelye English. Hie larse o1.au••\
wel'., compoaed ot 100 or more etudents 8I1d hie "ayvage eised
cluaes" w.... composed of 30 to 35 students. H. conclu<lecl
that in composition, reading, and listening the large groupe
w.r. euper10r to the small groups. (25s24)
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\\ CHAPTER IV
CRITIQUE OF RESEARCH AND OPINIONS
InYestisatiou ITiOJ' to 1920
Prior to the 1920's there .ere no reliable atandardised test.
by .hich to rate achieye"ent. ret at the same time there had been •
DUmber ot attempts to relate claas size to pupil achievement.
Follo.ing the period ot the Firat World War. pupil enrolaent.
in pubUc education iutitutions .as increasing tremendoua17. At the
8&"e time there wa. a det:1nite eho:otage ot teachers.and a shortage .t
available clasarooma. thus causing an increase in class 81.e.
L1terature pertaining to the particular studi.s dOl1e at thi.
time is Yery limited.
In BIO.t c..es the studies done during this period ot time .ere
ba.ed on pupil promotion, pupil dropouts. class management. persoaal
obaerratiOl1 and alao teacher-made subject-matter tests. The.e 1'8001'48,
dealing mainly .ith adminiatrativo records, are not trul7 reliable and.
as a rewlt. .ould not be acceptable as cr1ter10n upon .hich to base a
conclusion in relation to class slze and achievement.
The only criterion controlled at this time .as cla.. si.e and
the achievement measured was immediate, rather than over an extended
period of time. Many of the findings .ere based on opiniOl1, rather
than 011 the basis of true scientific research evijence.
2l
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IDvesti.-ticme 1920 - 1949
'~e relation ot claas ai.e and achievement, judging troll the
\
volume ot atudi•• , reoeived ita gre.t ••t impetus duriDg thi8 period.
The rea.on wae that .tandardized te.ts in both achievement eel intel-
ltgence were devis.d. During this period the re.earch -.y be
c09ielered as Yar1ing trom uncontrolled to semi-conts-ollecl, i.e., in
IIOst case. the 0D17 variable controlled was that ot cl... ai.e anel in
other 0.... there ... an attempt to control variable. ot olass .ize,
intelligenoe, age, sex and teaching technique••
In comparing the .tudy done by Smith and Cunninghaa, the
discr.pancy ot the large and small class size can e..ill be iclentitied.
Smith
Large olass 50
s-.u 01... 20
Cunningham
Large class 66
Small class 33
It will b. not.d that the ditterenoe between the large 01.....
i. 13. EY.n up to the pr.sent time this discrepancy i. noted, with
some r.s.arch .tudie. showing greater disparities, thaD noted her••
The experi.ents conduoted began to oon.ider other goal...
de.irabl. in eduoation, suoh as pupil attitude., teacher knowledge ot
1I14ividual pupils,~ability ot the teacher, and also teaohing techniqu••
u.ed. !he writer noted that many ot these goals have again c... to the
tore in the 1970'. in making the school. accountable to the 1I00iety
they serv••
More INen' Studie., 1950 to pre.ent
Th. _tter ot the great discrepancy in cla•••iz. CaM to the
toretront during this ti.e. The researchers involved in these more
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recent atudi.s uHc:1 a great vari.ty ot nWJJbeI'e tor lar'g. and clue ai••\
as the tQllowing not••,
\
R,serchel"<s> Larse Clue &ell C1ua
Warburton 100+ 30-3'
Madd.. 70-85 2s-40
And.rson, K. E. 80 40
Jolulaon and Lobb 60-70 10, CO, 35
Flink.., J.
.55 ,,,.
Heuit:l 40+ J6-
Cannon 34-39 2.3-28
hrao and Co1.liDa 38+. 37-32, 31-23 25-1
!'I'J'ID1.. 35+ 30-
otto 35+ 25-
JOhD8OA and Beriyen 33+ 25-
Spits.. 30+ 26-
WoodaoD 27+ 22-
Balow 30 15
As .n. can cl.arly s... the ditt.r.nc. tor the large cla..
numbers b.tw"n Warburton and Balow is 70+ and tor the small clue
numbers betw"n Bal,w and K. E. And.rson it is 2.5. R,s'8I'chers t ••l
strongly that in ord.r to have "large" and "small" claes.s r.search.d
properly th.,. -.t be numerically detined.
In the tourte.n studies not.d abo". th.y' conclud. 1D tayoUI'
ot the tollow1Dg:
For a Larg. claM"
Small class.s
4
6
No substantial diff,r.nc. 4
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It appears to be impossible to get any' signifioant lnformatloa\
regart:lil1g\ class siae and its relation to pupil aohie"e.eDt out of the..\
f1l1d1l1gs.
14aI17 of the studies flJIA7 be questioned due to the use of teaoher
aldes, suoh as "Grade 12 aides" and paraprofessicmala in the large'
class situations. One oould conclude that an extra Person 111 the rMII
would negate the oonc1usions in the relationship between class size &D4
pupil achie"e.nt as gi"en, as any additional help glyen the teacher
should reneot in the oonclusions gi"en.
The oonsideration of teaching efficiency or inefficiency,
teaching experience or laok thereof, ha"e been considered 1Jl these
,
modern .tudie.. One variable which is "ery difficult to ascertain 1.
the positie of the teacher in respect to large or small c1a••e.. In
• few studies the,. cho.e the "efficient" teachers withthe greatest
experience to teach the large.t classes and assiSed teacher. to the
small ola••es. There.. no consideration in these studies a. to
whether or not the teacher was biased against the large or the .mall
group. In other words, teacher attitude would certainly be reflected
111 the conclusions of such studie••
In order to~hold variables constant, in many cues the same
teacher taught the large and small class using the same teohllique.
One question DOW being considered is that perhaps if difterent tech-
nique. were used tor the "arious sized classe., perhaps the concluaioll8
would be more signiticant when con.iderins the relationship .f clasa
.i.e and achieYement.
There have been IIIfU11 .tudies done ot late with reterence to
pupil attitude., teacher attitude., teacher loads, cour.e content,
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teach~ methodologr t citiz.nahip t etc. Ae the topic of tble paper
.as .~~tic in cla•••ize and its relation to pupil achieYement, I\
have taken the libert7 of leaving those re.earch studies out, as ••11
as tho•• app171ng to the Junior College and Universitr leYel.
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\
\ CHAPTER V
CONSIDERATION OF SOCIAL FACTORS
A new dimension introduced into the educational significance of
class size is that ot adapting the type of instruction to the individual
needs ot the pupil, plus the tact that the schools are IDOriDg to adjust
to the pupU, rather than the pupil adjusting to the echool. A. a
reault, classes are being subdivided into smaller groupe and the
e.phasis is tending to emphasize the aspect of moral anel spiritual
values, the student'. emotional an~ social development, human r8latiou
and citizenship. With these new goals in mind for educaUen, one has
no other alternative than to include social factors in &111 d1soU8llion
relating to class sl.e.
As the schools take on and accept the responsibilitl of more
anel more that the home was once responsible tor, it would appear that
8l1li11 clasees wiU become a necessitl. The National Education
Association's Commission on Teacher Education and Prote.sional
StaDdarda reoo.ended:
• •• the situation should enable a teacher to know each chUel
individually. to be familiar with his home, his proble., hi.
aspirations, and his possibUities, and to counsel with hill
according to his neada. (29:,8)
"ith this 111 effect a teacher would then take up the challenge and do a
tar better job tban is being done in some instance. at the pre.ent
time.
With the trend in education being toward unit teaching, this
26
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implies greater cooperation bet.een the teacher and PllPU. a. w.U .. a\
-group of\diversified pupil activities and utilization ot communi"\
resources. "!his Yaried programme ot unit education now beiDg intl"Oclucecl
:lnto the IJOhool. is eaid to be broadening (what was prmouely
conaidere4 a. narrow) the base ot education. Thus, the pupil bee....
what is reterred to as a "participating learner" rather than • DIft".
"paasiv. r.cipi.nt" ot knowl.dge.
So_ zo...arch.ra haye atated in their studi.s that children
in large clasa•• are poorly disciplined and haye a tendenc,. te be
impolite. Yet, as ... atated in the Encyclopedia ot Educations
Studies haye also ehown that student. in ~l claas.s tendto be more rude and discourteous, and that stud.nt. in large
cla.... tend to ahar. intormation with their peer. mor. r ..4111than do those in emall cluses. <:571159)
It is true tbat it • person searchea long enough h. will tind
what h••••ka. Howeyer, that doe8 not solYe the probl•• ot ClaaB si••
and ita r.lation to eocial tactors within a aingl. claserooa. school,
OJ" distriot. Aa tilDe PaSses and rule., such as the banniDg .f
"corporal pmiahllent", are banded don to the schoola, it ••uld appear
tbat teachers (particularl,. those in primary clas.e.) will d.mand
-Uer clae••s in order that the children can be giyea the individual
1<
att.ntion, support and guidance that the,. need at this Yery earlyag••
Who doe. a person belieYe? It has been eaid in • DUIlber of
studies that the .xc.ll.nt teacher makea the di~terenc.. not clue
.1.e. !his IDa1 be quite true, but only tim••ill t.ll'
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The re.earch up t. the pr•••nt time 1a the relati_ehip .t
cla•••i .. ed pupil achieYement baa pre.ented incenelu.iYe ed eM-
nicting reeult. a. te what is the me.t de.irable cla•• ei.e tv
II&X1I1W1 aoaclem1c achieYement. Much.t the research written up te the
pre.eat time state. that .hen considering pupil achieYe.at there i.
ne eigniticece when relating 1t t. class size. H••eyer, ae ach••le
take on the jeb ot _uld1ng attitudes, citizenship, and merality,
t
pup1l achieYement in the academic areas ••uld appear t. be less
signiticant than preYieuely thOUght.
Educatienalists in the past have thought 1a terms .t e. maD7
student. per teacher and trom this have measured the quality ot
educatien. As time has passed the ratio et 28 to 30 atudents has
beco.e the accepted number et s~udents tor each teacher. ADy cla••
• t this .i.e or l ••er was considered good; a number greater than thia
,
... ceaaidered te be peer. The practise became •••ide-spread that it
has been acceptedj.by the teaching prote.sion, members et the general
public. ach.el boards t ed Department ot Educatien ottieial.. Aa
Dr. Little. et England, suggested:
i
What ia needed ia n.t simply mere teacllera but ae. theught
cen.ideratien giYeD te he. i:he educational eppertwdtie. et
smaller teaching groupe .tt.red at considerable human expeaae CaD
be utili.ed and ho. wch smAller groups can be centrived .ithin
existing statt raties. In a sentence, statt depleyment aheuld be
given a. IllUcij ~tes.ienal attention a. statt me.bera. (26)
28
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MU7 t.ach.r. .till h.ld to the conc.pt of oa. teaoher • "e
cluar~.. In order to bring a~ut .taff deplolll.nt or .taff differ-
\
.nt1atio~ ,th. teach.r••ill have te .et alaid. the en. teacher - ...
cw. COIlC.pt' and acc.pt the challenge f.r the IIaJly fac.tect diaen.iena
of the '.... education system". Under this Byste., teach.rs ••uld, 'b«
deployed .... to make u.e of their tal.nt. and strengths ill ar... of
particulal" inter••t to th... A. lIIIU1y research.rs ••t a great deal of
.t.r. on th. attitude and int.r.sts .f the teacher, the achi.vem.nt of
the pupil., dep••ding upon cours. objectiv.s, .ould iaprevo.
Tho ar.as .h.r. o1as. .i.e ad pupU achiev••OIlt appear u bayO
a significant r.latio.ship are Head Start, Special Education and pre-
•
• chool or Kind.rgart.n programme.. The Head Start prOgra80. hay. b••n
aid to b. succ•••ful with a cla.. of 15 student. to :5 adulte (1 teacher
and 2 a••i.tant.). Special Cla8.e., .n the other han4, aro said to be
approxi_t.l.y o.e-half tho .iz.e of the regular clas., haYing an aYerage
.i.e of 15. X.lih.r (2') baa atat.d that small cla•••• are yer-r
illpel'tut for the children of pre-school and Kind.rgartOll ag••
Ho.oy.r, if the criterion of achi.v.ment is to be usod, tho
r.aearch oYidenc. r.garding cla.. aize doe. not .upport the r.ductio.
of cla•••i... Th. writer f ••ls that in the future 0.. IIa7 ..0 larp
cla•••• , .mall cl....., and alao indep.ndent study group. wher••tudents
win _ve at will fro••n••ituation to tho other, d.pending upen the
indiyidual n••ds of the stud.nt and the d.an~ of tPe cours. objectiv•••
Th. stud.nt-teacher ratio .ill continu. to d.cline som.what as the
physical faciliti.s, financial support and personnel become availabl••
P.rhap. what has t. b. don. first is to agr.e en ai_ and
objectiv.s for our public educational institutions. ODco that is,
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accel1pliehed perhape th.n. and en1y then. can w. de the _i_titi.
re..arch .tudies necesaary to prey. .. dispreve the "!17th" et olaaa\
.i.e. \
.J
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CHAPTER VXI
IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDT
In orelor to validato tho findings from research tho "large"
aDd "-.11" cla••e. _.t be numericall,. defined ill order that
researcher. will bo all r.ferring to approximatel,. the ....,.i•• of
claue.. If this w.re done, the great discrepancie. in r.gard te
"large" and "small" olaase. would b. oblit.rated and thus ceclusio...
'!'ho re••arch studi... up to the pres.nt time.. aro not as
compreh.nsi...e as they might be. The writer feel. that a 878t...
appreaoh using oontroUed multi-variates will an..er _,. of the
uaaaawerod questions when attempting, to relate class si•• to achie...e-
..nt.
The experi.ental and control situations .hould be ...ert
caretull1 _tched and controlled in order that the finding8 or
conclusions w.uld be ba.ed on scientific pro.f rather thaD .ere
c_jeoture or opinio••
Man,. of th4 .tudies dene to date relate to Matho.tics and
Reading, or English. It is iIIperative that other courso cOlltent. be
aubjectod te some tair t1P4l of achievement rating. Howe...er, there are
the.e r ••earchers who t.el that standardized test. meaeure toe 010..17
one fine specific area and that perhapa broader standardis.d teata
sheuld be deyised.
In IRlch .f the later research (1965-72) .entiOll has been _de
'1
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aJl1 ti~. in regard to the relationship bet.een teaching _th..log'7
\
and pupi~ achie.,ement in various size cla.ses. Up to the pre.ent th..e\
dee. not appear to be IlD1 re.earch atudie. .hich have conoentnted oa
the.. twe criterion in the eame .tud7. Perhaps, in ..me tuture .tud7•
.0. cOll8ideration could be givon to concentrating Cln these t •• areq.
'!'he one factor ,of great importance lacking in aU but three of
the research .tudie. (aoted in this paper) i. - 'rIME. In erder to
measure outcomes, it i. essential that a greater amount ot time be
given in order that the tiadings will be more exacting and thue
cencluaiona .ill be more valid and reliable.
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